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A BRIEF HISTORY OF URNS
“Entering and parting the world with nothing, only a bowl of ashes remains.” 

This Khmer saying implies the significance of human remains in Cambodian tradition and culture. It also indicates the important role 
of the Buddhist funeral ritual in the human transformation from life to death and death to life. The meaning of life and death is  
represented not only by the remains themselves, but also by the place in which they are preserved. The vessel in which cremated 
ashes are stored is commonly referred to as an urn, or in the Khmer language, kaod.

Urns, also called cremation urns, are used to hold the ashes of cremated humans after the cremation ceremony. They are  
ornamentally decorated to reflect the cosmology of death. Made from either ceramic or metal, the urns are designed with a pointed 
finial on the top to symbolize a mountain or a high place, signifying a prosperous transition of the dead from earth to the most  
sacred place. The pointed finial also denotes a meaningful journey for the reincarnation of the spirit. The symbolic role of urns in 
death rituals is not limited to Cambodian culture or to recent history, but has been in evidence since the rise of human civilization. 

Urns are a common feature of burial in many civilizations. Their early usage is associated with the practice of jar burials which, in the 
culture of many Asian countries, are characterized primarily by burying the dead body either with flesh (primary burial) or defleshed 
bones (secondary burial) inside jars. In India, people from the Deccan and Tapi valleys practiced the burial of selected bones in urns 
that were covered with bowls placed upright or inverted.  Archaeological evidence indicates the presence of jar burial practices in 
Southeast Asia as early as the late Neolithic Age, possibly originating in 1000 BC. In Thailand, for instance, jar burial practices have 
been dated to the late prehistoric period through the 11th century AD through archaeological evidence discovered primarily in the 
northeastern part of the country. In Cambodia, similar practices were found in archaeological sites near the Cardamom Mountains, 
where research revealed a ritual practice of using large ceramic jars to preserve bone remains. It is widely understood that these 
practices are prevalent among highland cultures in mainland and island Southeast Asia. 

Historical references to ritual practices in lowland regions of Cambodia are found in studies of the pre-Angkorian to post-Angkorian 
periods. In Paul Pelliot’s study of Chinese chronicles during the Funan period (1st-7th century AD), four types of death ritual  
practices are identified: burials by disposal in fast-moving rivers; cremation; inhumation in pits; and leaving the body to be  
scavenged by wild animals. In the southern Mekong Delta, evidence indicates the presence of cremation graves in Oc Eo cultures 
dating from the 3rd to 6th century AD. Texts written by Zhou Daguan, a Chinese diplomat who visited Angkor during the 13th  
century, reveal differing mortuary practices between the royal family and ordinary people. The kings were buried in towers, either 
as a fresh dead body or merely bones, while bodies of ordinary people were kept on mats and disposed of in remote areas far from 
the towns or cities. Daguan also remarked about the increasing practice of cremation during the period. In the post-Angkorian  
period (15th-19th century), over 200 urns containing cremated remains were discovered at a post-Angkorian temple, Kuk Patri. The 
evidence also suggests that the practice of cremation and the use of cremated urns continued to be prevalent throughout the 
post-Angkorian era. 

In the present day, the use of urns in Cambodia is closely connected with the Buddhist tradition of cremation and death rituals. The  
practices vary both geographically and culturally. Those who live in the northeastern highland regions of the country continue  
burial practices to the present day, while people living in the lowlands have retained cremations in their funeral rites. Funerals in the 
lowland areas are also distinctive between the rural and urban populations. People who live in towns or cities usually perform  
cremation one to three days after the person dies, while in the rural areas, the funeral begins with the burial of the dead body and 
ends with the defleshed bones being exhumed and cremated. Cremation urns are usually taken care of by family members of the 
deceased. They either bury the urns along with personal items of the deceased or place them in a collective or individual stupa at a 
Buddhist temple or in a village. The practices may be different for senior Buddhist monks, high-ranking lay people or royal family 
members, in which individual stupas are often constructed to hold urns that contain the newly-deceased bodies or cremated  
remains. 

Savina Sirik
Director, Museum of Memory
Sleuk Rith Institute, Cambodia
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF LANGKA PREAH  
KOSSUMARAM MONASTERY
 
Langka Monastery is known as Wat Langka or 
Langka Pagoda and is located southwest of the
Independence Monument in Phnom Penh. 
It was founded by the Monareh Preah Barom 
Reachea Ponhea Yat in year 1981 of the 
Buddhist era (BE), 1431 AD, and was originally 
located to the northeast of the Phnom Daun 
Penh Monastery.  In 2442 BE (1892 AD), 
the Phnom Penh municipal authorities informed 
the Chau Adhicar (Head of the Monastic 
Community), the Venerable Preah Nhean Bavar 
Vichea Ok, that provisions contained in the plan 
for urban development would entail the 
removal of the sanctuary and monastic buildings 
to their present site. Shortly after the receipt of 
this information, the Venerable Chau Adhicar 
died with the result that the task of demolishing 
the monastic sanctuary devolved upon his 
successor, the Venerable Preah Nhean Bavar 
Vichea Khatt, who gave the necessary orders  
for the demolition of the building in 2453 
BE (1910 AD), and for a new sanctuary to be 
constructed in brick on the site allocated for 
this purpose. He was greatly assisted in 
this task by the then Minister of Justice, Okhna 
Yomareach Men; his wife, Chumteav Preap; and 
by another distinguished lay patroness, Chaukun 
Prayouvong Patt. Both the Venerable Chau 
Adhicar and the Minister of Justice passed 
away before the edifice had been completed. 
Following their deaths, the Royal Family assumed 
the task of providing the Langka Monastic  
Community with the required assistance—a task 
which they continue to this day.

Currently, Wat Langka is headed by Samdech 
Preahmoha Areyavong Sao Chanthol.
 
 
For more information about Wat Langka and  
The Urns, please contact:
Venerable Phan Chan Dara (kru sot sdam)
Wat Langka Preah Kossumaram
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
c: +855 12 949 852  | +855 16 949 852
e: chandaraphan@yahoo.com
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On 1 November 2005, the United Nations General Assembly designated January 27th as International  
Holocaust Remembrance Day. The day is significant because in addition to honoring victims of the Holocaust, 
it calls attention to the world community’s resolve not to allow such horrific events to be forgotten. However, 
we would be mindful to note that one day of acknowledgment does not necessarily equate to a lifetime of 
respect, and the sincerity of gestures can never replace the substance of actions. We must ensure that our 
passion for humanitarian principles translates into a sincere compassion for the individual human being, and 
our commitment to remembering the past is measured not by our knowledge of the trite, but our appreciation 
for the individual human story.  It is in this spirit, on this historic day, that I relate to you a story that is deeply 
personal but nevertheless representative of the struggle that many Cambodians still face today.

Recently my sister Keo Kolthida Ekkasakh—known as Kol—passed away after a long struggle with cancer. She 
was born in 1959 in Phnom Penh to my mother Keo Nann, aged 86.  Kol was born deaf as the youngest of five 
sisters, two years apart from me, and we became best friends. Able to communicate only with those trained 
in sign language, she learned to depend on herself and the few people who had the patience and love to get 
to know her. Yet, despite her circumstances, she had an incredible spirit and a personality that could light up 
a room.

When the Khmer Rouge took control of Cambodia in April 1975, I lost contact with her. When we reconnected 
after the fall of the regime, both of us had nearly forgotten our shared sign language. Over the years our  
ability to communicate decreased, and it was not until last year that I began spending a great deal of time with 
her. We discussed the death and disappearance of loved ones and her experiences during the Khmer Rouge  
regime. Like many Cambodians during that time period, she worked in the fields, planting vegetables and 
clearing the forest. Like all victims, she learned to survive by sheer instinct—eating roots, leaves and insects to 
forestall starvation. I was amazed by the descriptions of her experiences and I was awed by her indescribable 
spirit and the resourcefulness she must have had to survive as a deaf person during this atrocious period.

The time I spent with her during the last year meant so much to me and it was why, in her final days, that I 
prayed for a miracle to restore her health. However, like many Cambodians who suffer dire medical  
circumstances, she was at the mercy of an underdeveloped medical system in which inefficient and unethical 
practices persist alongside technological shortcomings. I spent many days and nights and weeks without 
sleep, supervising her medical regimen and waking medical staff during the night to ensure her proper care. 
Due to a lack of immediate incentives and professional standards in patient care, medical staff are often lax in 
their duties, particularly when the patient is poor. While most modern medical systems consider the patient’s 
well-being to be of paramount concern, in Cambodia it is the certainty of payment and thereafter the prospect 
for additional gratuities that guarantee the quality of care. Such a system fails the impoverished and does a 
disservice to the generation that suffered so greatly to preserve the country in the wake of the Khmer Rouge 
regime.

My sister officially died on Monday, 19 January 2015 at 8:40 p.m., but she did not die without a fight. On  
Tuesday, 13 January at 8:40 a.m., nearly a week prior, she had been pronounced dead by her doctors. Her vital 
signs appeared to have stopped, and she seemed to have no life. The doctors pronounced her dead and had 
we not thought differently, she would have been cremated alive. Upon the doctor’s advice, we sadly took her 
to Wat Langka Pagoda, but rather than cremating her, we prayed. We prayed and the monks chanted and 
burned incense. We prayed over her body for hours and at one point the monks, Venerable Phan Chandara and  
Samdech Preahmoha Areyavong Sao Chanthol, noticed tears on the side of her right cheek. She began to 
move her arms and open her eyes. I immediately showed her drawings she had made for the American deaf 
researcher Erin Moriarty Harrelson. If miracles happen, then one occurred that evening.
 

In memory of my sister,

Keo Kolthida Ekkasakh
(1959-2015)

-Youk Chhang

Foreword Youk CHHANG



During the following days, she told us how she had seen everyone she had known in life, including those who had died 
during the Khmer Rouge regime. She met my father, sister and neighbors, who had all died during that time period. My 
sister thrived for another week, but then abruptly suffered a silent heart attack and passed away on the evening of  
January 19th.

I wish I could have done more to comfort her, just as I wish there was more I could do for victims of the Khmer Rouge 
regime. Cambodia continues to struggle to this day with the history of this period. While we often look to politics,  
education and religion as the prominent fields that harbor the residual effects of this horrific period, the medical system 
bears the scars as well.
 
While every society struggles with improving its respective medical system, I don’t believe my sister’s circumstances 
were isolated or unique. Had we not been at her side imploring the constant attention to her care or inquiring into her 
actual condition through secondary medical opinion, I question how long she may have truly lived. The cool indifference 
to the poor and the casual triaging of medical care based on economic circumstance disguises a deeper sentiment than 
mere distraction, incompetence or laziness. The vestiges of horrific regimes can often be manifested in a lack of  
understanding, empathy and concern for our fellow human beings, in casual interactions as well as professional service. 
In this regard Cambodia still has much more to accomplish.
 
Indeed, our recognition for victims does not begin and end with one day; rather, this day should serve as a symbolic 
reminder that our responsibility is not forgotten and we will strive to improve.

PHOTOGRAPHS OUCH MAKARA

 “Photography is a living memory. It never dies.”



The dying days of the Khmer Republic in the early 1970s were a time of uncertainty and chaos.  
Much of Cambodia had already been occupied by the Khmer Rouge and North Vietnamese and  
shelling on the city of Phnom Penh and bombs dropped on the countryside were a constant danger. 
No one knew what the future held. No place was safe. Buddha was the only hope.

It was against this backdrop, it’s believed, that scores of Phnom Penh residents chose to secret away 
their most valued possessions, the urns containing the ashes of their parents and grandparents, in 
one of the few places they thought might be safe: Wat Langka, the city’s second largest pagoda.

Before the fall of Phnom Penh to the Khmer Rouge, hundreds of urns—known in Khmer as kaod—
were hidden in a brick alcove behind the main hall of the pagoda on Sihanouk Boulevard. In the years 
afterward, more urns were added to the collection as the monks in the pagoda used the alcove as a 
place of safekeeping for valuable urns made of silver or bronze.

A handful of people returned to the pagoda to reclaim their families’ remains, with limited success. 
Apparently, a majority of the family members had perished before passing on information about the 
location of the urns of their loved ones. Many of the labels have deteriorated to the point of illegibility 
and it is believed that bad luck will ensue if one opens another family’s kaod.

Keng Menglong, a former monk who became a taxi driver, moved to Wat Langka in 1991 to study. “At 
that time, the country was peaceful and some people came to Wat Langka in order to find their family 
and relatives’ urns,” Menglong told the Phnom Penh Post. “I was a young monk and my monk teacher 

took me to find the people’s urns in the underground place in the pagoda. We took a light to see the 
names stuck on the urns, but some urns didn’t have any name or date of death. Those that did see 
the name of their family and relative’s name, they were crying so hard, reminded of their memories. 
Unfortunately some of them could not find their relatives because it was impossible to guess who 
their family was without clear information.”

The vast majority of the urns remained untouched until 1 February 2015, when they were  
rediscovered by the Sleuk Rith Institute’s Chairman Youk Chhang. During a stay at Wat Langka  
following the death of his sister, Chhang found the door to the alcove, which had been blocked by a 
Buddha statue.

In total, he found 464 urns. Made of stone, clay, silver and bronze, some were in glass boxes with 
photos of the deceased, while others were wrapped in decaying white cloth. A few had labels with 
the name and date of death of the deceased, while others contained a note with the information 
inside. One urn belonged to a one-year-old girl.

Now, more than 40 years after the first of the cremated remains were hidden away, there’s a chance 
they could be reunited with their loved ones.

9

*A version of this article first appeared in the Phnom Penh Post on 5 February 2015.

UNCOVERED URNS

LEFT: The 464 urns are composed of iron, clay, marble, bronze or silver. Some are wrapped in white 
cloth.  Many have lain beneath this statue of Buddha for over four decades. They were left behind or  
perhaps placed there for safekeeping during the Cambodian civil war, when Phnom Penh was evacuated 
by the Khmer Rouge in April 1975, or during the Vietnamese occupation. TOP: Vantha, a one-year-old  
female, passed away on a Tuesday in 1988.  



10 TOP: Chhay Davin BOTTOM: Sorn Laek RIGHT: Chan “Prathna” Pronh



13TOP: Chan “Prathna” Pronh and Huy Samphors  LEFT AND BOTTOM: Chhay Davin



14 TOP: Keo Sophy and Sim Sambath BOTTOM: Sorn Laek, Ho Thona, Huy Samphors RIGHT: Sorn Laek in the cave 
of urns with Prathna holding the light.



17LEFT: Chhay Davin TOP: Huy Samphors and volunteers BOTTOM: (far left) Veng Seanghai; (far right) Sorn Laek



18 TOP: Yi Pheaktra, Ry Lakana and Dot Rithy BOTTOM: Sorn Laek and Ho Thona RIGHT: Men Pechet



21
This dark brown, ceramic urn is tied from top to bottom with a white cotton rope known as sima (a Buddhist  
boundary blessing made of cotton cloth or stone). Khmer Buddhists believe that they will reincarnate after they pass 
away. Therefore, bones of the deceased must be well-preserved. Placing the bones in the urn and tying the urn  
securely with the white sima are likely metaphors for the fetus growing inside a mother’s body, surrounded by  
darkness and the placenta. Parts of the sima are missing. Inside the urn is a handful of cotton placed upon the  
remains, which is the traditional Khmer way of preserving the bones and ashes. 



TOP: These urns are composed primarily of bronze. BOTTOM: Unidentified urn with a lotus bud motif. RIGHT: Ornate 
silver urn tied from top to bottom with sima and bearing a label which reads: Ou Un passed away at 56 years of age 
on Tuesday, 2 September 1986.22



TOP AND BOTTOM: Pictured are two ceramic urns, the larger of which is typical of those used for adults, while 
the smaller one would have been used for a child. RIGHT: This glass urn is tied firmly with white cotton fabric  
bearing the name of the deceased, Yin Aoy.  24



27
LEFT:  This ceramic urn is covered with white cotton cloth and marked with the name of Vong Vimol, who passed 
away on 22 March 1983. TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn; covered by white cotton cloth with the name of Aeyben Champa.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Broken ceramic urn is covered with white cotton, which is tied firmly at the top. No identification 
appears on the outside of the urn. 



TOP LEFT: Green glass urn covered with white cotton cloth. The paper inside the urn reads, “Yim Yuki, aged 3, 
male” and includes the date of death. BOTTOM LEFT: A collection of ceramic urns which have not been properly 
preserved.  Most of these individuals passed away in the early 1980s, soon after the end of the Khmer Rouge regime.   
RIGHT: Broken ceramic urn covered with white cotton cloth.  28



31
Blue and white ceramic urn tied with sima. The paper label reveals the names and dates of the deceased: Kung Num, 
aged 74, male, passed away on Sunday, 26 May 1985; Kung Den, who worked at the Ministry of Commerce, passed 
away on 30 June 1985.  



33LEFT AND TOP RIGHT:  Ceramic urn in the shape of a lotus bud and tied with sima. The paper label reveals that San 
Pang passed away on 25 January 1981. BOTTOM RIGHT:  Blue and white ceramic urn with a paper label revealing that 
Yeay (grandma) Phon passed away on 24 July 1993.



TOP: Ceramic urn wrapped in a white cotton cloth bearing the name of Sar Phing. BOTTOM: Collection of  
unidentified Chinese-style ceramic urns. 34 35

TOP LEFT:  Dark brown, ceramic urn with the name, Ros Sarien, written on the paper. TOP RIGHT:  Ceramic urn tied 
with sima; the paper label reveals that Toeun Chhan, aged 29, passed away on 12 July 1986. BOTTOM LEFT: Blue and 
white ceramic urn tied with sima. The paper label reveals the names and dates of the deceased: Kung Num, aged 74, 
male, passed away on Sunday, 26 May 1985; Kung Den, who worked at the Ministry of Commerce, passed away on 
30 June 1985. BOTTOM RIGHT:  Painted, grey ceramic urn tied with sima. On the cover of the urn is a piece of paper 
bearing the name of Chea Youly, who passed away on 10 January 1980 at 10:15 p.m.



TOP LEFT:  Unidentified ceramic urn covered with plastic;  inside is a white cotton cloth tied firmly at the top.
TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn covered with white cotton cloth which is tied firmly at the top; the name of Nget Riem is 
written on the cloth. BOTTOM LEFT: Dark brown ceramic urn tied with sima. On the surface of the urn is a piece of 
paper indicating the year the deceased passed away. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified urn covered with white cotton 
cloth and tied firmly at the top.

36 37
TOP:  Collection of ceramic urns of varying colors and shapes. Some show identification while others do not.  
BOTTOM: Ceramic urns tied in white cotton cloth. One of them is marked with the name Sarinh, while the other 
bears no identification. 



39
TOP LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima and labeled with a paper revealing that Khek Sotra, aged 44, passed away in 
year 2552 of the Buddhist calendar. The surface of the urn is decorated with a leaf pattern. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified 
copper urn covered with a cotton cloth and tied with sima, parts of which have been cut off. BOTTOM LEFT:  
Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton cloth and tied from top to bottom with sima. BOTTOM RIGHT: 
Copper urn with a paper label revealing the deceased as Thach Sin (alias Song), aged 31, who passed away on 20 
January 1973 (?). White tape is sealing the cover to the rim of the urn.  

Marble urn tied with sima.  
The paper label reveals that  
Nunn Ken passed away in 1974. 
The cover of the urn is tapered 
with ornamental rings and 
adorned with a finial in the shape 
of a lotus bud. 



TOP LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima and displaying a name and photograph of the deceased, Mu Sao. TOP RIGHT:  
Copper urn tied from top to bottom with sima and having a pink marble cover with a lotus petal design. RIGHT AND 
BOTTOM LEFT (two views):  A collection of copper and marble urns. Although these urns are composed of various 
materials, all of the finials on the covers point skyward, symbolizing the attachment between the spirits and god.40



43
TOP LEFT: Urn with a marble body and copper cover. The paper label reveals the remains as that of So Sophal (child), Yeay 
(grandma) Sok Sin, and Sam Savoeun (female). TOP RIGHT: A white ceramic urn tied from top to bottom with white cotton sima 
and decorated with blue, pink, and green colors. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn tied with intricate sima. Writing on the white cotton 
cloth reveals that Yu Ralu, aged 39, passed away on 6 October 1991. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing 
that Yeay (grandma) Yem and Ta (grandfather) passed away in 1975. This urn is tied with sima from the top to just under the rim.

Copper urn covered in white 
cotton cloth with writing revealing 
that Yeay (grandma) Leng passed 
away in 1984. This urn is tied from 
top to bottom with sima and has a 
decorated surface.  



TOP LEFT: Two copper urns with similar decoration. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn tied with white cotton 
sima. BOTTOM LEFT:  Unidentified copper urn tied securely from top to bottom with sima. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn with the cover slightly open.44 45

TOP LEFT: Copper urn with paper label revealing the date of death of the deceased, 3 June 1983. This urn is tied from top 
to bottom with sima. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Such Sok written on a paper label. The urn is tied from top 
to bottom with sima. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the name of Chou Bun, female. The urn is tied 
from top to bottom with sima. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing that Chea Chin, aged 62, female, 
passed away on Thursday, the 4th day of the waxing moon in the Year of the Monkey, year 2524 of the Buddhist calendar.  
The urn is covered with a red cotton cloth and tied with sima.



TOP: A collection of copper urns depicting various designs. Some of the remains are unidentified. BOTTOM: 
Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton sima. The cover is decorated with a few rows of fish eggs.  
Three designs appear on the bottom of the urn: rows of phnhi-tes leaves, fish eggs, and a profile of lotus petals.46

White silver urn with a paper label 
revealing that Ou On, aged 56, 
passed away on Tuesday, 2  
September 1986. This urn is tied 
from top to bottom with sima.  
The entire body of the urn is  
embossed with a lotus bud motif. 



49
TOP LEFT:  Silver urn with the name of Iem Sy (Oeun?) written on the paper.  It is tied with white cotton sima. The entire body of the urn is 
embossed with a lotus bud design. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Yong En written on the white cotton cloth. It is tied with white 
cotton sima. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn with a partial white cotton sima at the top. There is a three-tier sawtooth design and 
a row of phnhi-tes leaves on the cover of the urn. The body of the urn is decorated with four images of Buddha seated upon a lotus flower 
above a set of double ridges. At the bottom is a row of phnhi-tes leaves offset by two circular ridges. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with the 
following details written on the paper label: Ay Lok, aged 42, male, passed away on Thursday, 25 August 1984. The urn is tied with a white 
cotton sima and decorated in a style similar to the urn on the bottom left.

Copper urn in the shape of a 
stupa with the name of Um Us 
written on the bottom. It is tied 
from top to bottom with white 
cotton sima. The upper part of 
the cover is tapered in segments 
but unadorned, while phnhi-tes 
leaves framed by fish eggs are  
embossed on the surface below. 
The bottom of the urn is shaped 
by four undulating rings with 
rows of kang-jang decoration. 



TOP: Copper urn with the name of Prum Sopheap written on the paper label. It is tied from top to bottom with a 
white cotton sima. BOTTOM: Unidentified copper urn. RIGHT: Silver urn with writing on the surface revealing that 
Soch Marem passed away on 5 August 1990. The urn is tied with white cotton sima and the entire body of the urn 
is embossed with a lotus bud design.50



53Copper urn covered in white cotton fabric with writing revealing that Nha Nguyen Yang Thi Yang passed away 
in 1983. 



55

Copper urn with details written 
on a piece of white cotton cloth: 
Mak Tauch, aged 83, passed away 
on a Friday in 1983. Four Buddhas 
carrying lotus flowers are depicted 
on the surface of the urn.

TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Em Sodavy written on the bottom. An orange cotton sima covers it from top to bottom. 
The cover of the urn is decorated with three rows of lotus buds and phnhi-tes leaves. The surface of the urn depicts four images of 
Buddha sitting upon a lotus flower. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified urn similar to the top left. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with the name 
of Praseth Angdara written on the cloth. The urn is covered with white cotton cloth and tied from top to bottom with sima. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Sau Lipviseth written on the bottom. It is tied from top to bottom with thin, white 
sima. Designs of fish eggs and phnhi-tes leaves adorn the body of the urn. 



TOP LEFT: Marble urn with the name of Soeung Sotheavy written in black ink on the surface. TOP RIGHT: Copper 
urn with a paper label indicating that Duong Sun passed away on 19 July 1989. It is beautifully tied with a red  
cotton sima. BOTTOM: Collection of urns, some of which are covered with white cotton cloth. All are tied with  
varying degrees of sima. RIGHT: Copper urn with writing on the white cotton cloth revealing that Sun Chetana 
passed away on Saturday, 15 July 1985. It is tied from top to bottom with sima.
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59
LEFT: Copper urn with writing on the surface indicating that Chhit Savit, aged 30, passed away on 12 October 1987.  
It is covered from top to bottom with white cotton sima. TOP AND BOTTOM: Collection of copper and marble urns. 
Members of wealthy families generally used urns with a high degree of decoration. Urns of the poor were often  
covered in white cotton cloth.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn bearing the name of Keo Chem. TOP RIGHT: Kea Chanyeun, passed away on Wednesday, 14 
July, Year of the Dog. BOTTOM LEFT AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified urns. RIGHT: Zinc urn with a paper label 
revealing the name of Prak Phanna, who passed away on 6 March, during the waxing moon of the lunar month 
phalkun, year 255(?) of the Buddhist calendar.60



63Collection of urns composed of copper, ceramic, and marble, each with its own identification. 



LEFT: Collection of urns composed of copper, ceramic, and glass. The two glass urns on the bottom contain 
identification of the deceased.  RIGHT: Zinc urn with unidentified remains. There are three small images of Buddha 
on the cover of the urn. The surface of the urn depicts four images of Buddha framed by lotus petals. The bottom 
of the urn is adorned with a row of frontal lotus, below which are three rows of leaves and finally three rows of  
fish eggs. 

64



67
LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP: Collection of various urns. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label  
revealing the name of Prum Thuok, female, and including her photograph. The urn is encased in glass. BOTTOM 
RIGHT: Silver urn displaying a photograph and paper label revealing the name of Khan Phirun, male. The urn is  
encased in glass.



LEFT:  Collection of urns.  Relatives of the deceased marked the urns with identification such as name, photo, or date 
of passing to accompany them on their journey to the next world.  RIGHT: Copper urn marked on the surface with 
the name of Keo Seu, who passed away on 11 March 1988. The urn is tied with white cotton sima. 68



71
LEFT: Copper urn with identification and tied with white cotton sima. TOP: Cover of a copper urn with details 
written on the silver tag: Pheng Sokhan, born on 22 March 1961 and passed away on 15 June 1990. BOTTOM LEFT: 
Copper urn with name and date of deceased, Yorn, female, aged 66. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn which is not  
clearly identified.



LEFT: Collection of urns composed of ceramic, copper, and glass. Some show the identity of the deceased; others 
do not.  Based on the materials from which the urns are composed, the deceased originated from different regions 
and social hierarchies. RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Khiev Nup written on a white cotton cloth. The urn is 
tied from top to bottom with white sima. 72



75
LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Keo Seu, who passed away on 11 March 1988, written on the surface. The urn is 
tied with white cotton sima. RIGHT: Pair of ceramic urns which bears no identification. One of them is tied with white 
cotton sima which has been partially cut open. The other is half-covered with a plastic bag. 



77
LEFT: Copper urn with the following details written on the surface: Soun Yem (alias Yauv), passed away on 11 June 
1990.  The top of the urn is covered with white cotton cloth. TOP LEFT: Copper urn tied with red sima and marked 
with the name of Duch Sreypoeuv on the bottom. TOP RIGHT AND BOTTOM LEFT: Silver urns decorated with a lotus 
bud motif. BOTTOM RIGHT:  Unidentified copper urn.



LEFT: Four copper urns tied with white cotton sima. RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Sok Chaet written on the  
paper. The urn is tied from top to bottom with white cotton sima.78



81
LEFT:  Copper urn securely tied with white cotton sima, bearing the name of Mol Pamony (alias Tauch), who passed 
away on 29 November 1988. TOP LEFT:  Silver urn, tied with red cotton sima, bearing the name of Maeny Chauv, 
who passed away on 21 January 1992. TOP RIGHT, BOTTOM RIGHT AND BOTTOM LEFT:  Unidentified copper urns, 
tied from top to bottom with white cotton sima.



TOP LEFT AND TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urns. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with a white cloth revealing the 
name of female Sa Sokkun, who passed away in September 1985. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Bal 
Samorn written on paper. RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Saphon Thida written on paper. 82



85
LEFT: Copper urn marked with the name of Kranh Simean, who passed away on 15 December 1991. TOP LEFT: Copper 
urn with the name of Moeung Pisey written on the surface. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified silver urn. BOTTOM LEFT:  
Unidentified. BOTTOM RIGHT: Silver urn marked as Chan Kimly, who passed away in March.  



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton cloth and tied with sima. TOP RIGHT: Copper 
urn marked with the name of Ieng Muy-E, aged 43, who passed away on 22 December 1989. BOTTOM LEFT:  
Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the deceased passed away on the 
14th day of the waning moon in the month of May. RIGHT: Collection of copper and silver urns containing the remains 
of loved ones who passed away in the 1990s. The protection of the urn helps to preserve the bones properly. 
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89
LEFT: Copper urn bearing the name of Sok Chanphearom, who was born on 12 September 1985 and passed away on 
8 September 1992. TOP LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing that the deceased passed away on the 14th 
day of the waning moon in the month of May. TOP RIGHT: The deceased’s bones are wrapped with white cotton 
cloth and incense sticks. BOTTOM LEFT AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper and ceramic urns.



LEFT:  Collection of different urn materials. RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn tied from top to bottom with thick, white 
cotton sima.90



93
LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the name of Mam Tem, male, who passed away on 4 October 1982. 
TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn with the name of Ba Vanntha written on the white 
cotton cloth. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the 
name of Ra Yeng.



95Ceramic urn wrapped in white cotton cloth with writing revealing the name of Kim Ry, who passed away on  
17 July 1992.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Mao Rann written on the white cotton cloth. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with 
a paper label revealing the name of Say Khon (grandmother). BOTTOM: Ceramic urn containing the identity card of 
Nha Nguyen Thi Ngoc (female). RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn.96



99
LEFT: Unidentified zinc urn. TOP LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn covered with a white cloth which has been partially 
cut off. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified ceramic urn. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with the name of But Sanrong written on 
the paper label. BOTTOM RIGHT: Ceramic urn with an illegible name written on the paper label.



101Ceramic urn containing a Vietnamese identity card for Nga Nguyen Thi Ngoc.



TOP LEFT: Silver urn with the name of Chhav Sophat written on its surface. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn.
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the name of Prak Kan, who passed away on 13 July 1982.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with details written on the surface of the urn: Cheang Leng (grandfather), male, passed 
away on 11 July 1989. RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Kong Lan written on the bottom.102



105
LEFT: Copper urn with details written on the surface: Kim Chhaya, passed away on 4 December 1989. TOP LEFT:   
Copper urn with details written on the surface and bottom: Khiev Mit, aged 45, passed away on 2 June 1992. 
TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with details written on the surface: Sok Chann, aged 51, passed away on 16 July 1988.
BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton cloth and plastic. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified 
copper urn.



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified ceramic urn decorated with a dark brown glaze.
BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified silver urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with an illegible name written on the paper 
label. RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn.106



109Unidentified silver urn with a broken base. The body of the urn is decorated with lotus buds and phnhi-tes leaves. 



111
LEFT: Ceramic urn with an illegible name written on the paper label. TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn.  
TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn wrapped in white cotton cloth. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn  
decorated in blue with a white background. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn.  



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the passing of Mao Un in 1974. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn 
with a paper label revealing the passing of Uong Ponlork in 1983. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn.  
BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper label revealing the name of Lim Puch, female. RIGHT: Copper urn with 
illegible identification on the paper label. 112



115
LEFT: Marble urn with paper identifying the remains as those of Pech Bandet. TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the identity 
of the deceased written on the surface of the urn: Bun Ly, female, who passed away on 10 February 1986. TOP RIGHT:   
Copper urn with paper revealing the remains as those of Hin Sophan. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with paper bearing 
the name of Sok Penh, male, aged 58. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with identification written on white cotton cloth:  
Kall Thai, who passed away on 11 January 1984.



TOP: Copper urn with paper identifying the remains as those of Yin Cheu. BOTTOM: Collection of copper urns.
RIGHT: Silver urn with paper identifying the remains as those of Matt Ken, female.116



119LEFT: Silver urn with paper identifying the remains as those of Lang, female, aged 71, who passed away on 8  
September 1992. RIGHT: Silver urn with a paper label bearing the name of Del Sitha.



TOP LEFT: Silver urn identified on its surface as Sruy, male, aged 63, who passed away on 26 November 1988.  
TOP RIGHT: Copper urn identified on its surface as Makk Sot, who passed away on 5 May 1987. BOTTOM LEFT:   
Copper urn marked on its surface in red with the name of Ngoun Nakry, who passed away on 4 February 1986. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Silver urn with a paper bearing the name of Pech Phearin. RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn with the 
cover slightly open.
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123LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn. TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn with a missing cover. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with 
paper revealing the name of Phork Chanara. BOTTOM: Unidentified urn with a ceramic base and aluminum cover. 



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Phok Channara written on its surface. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with a label 
attached to the surface identifying the remains of Puong Ki Noeun, who passed away on 5 March 1994. BOTTOM: 
Ceramic urn identified as that of Sy Hao, aged 32, who passed away in Stong District, Kampong Thom Province. 
RIGHT: Copper urn covered with white cotton cloth and identified as Ao Yim.124



127Collection of copper urns which are all tied with sima.



129
LEFT: Copper urn identified as the remains of Mao Loeung. TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name, Bach PeiKork, 
written on its surface. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with details written on its surface: Vann Van, who passed away on 16 
November 1987. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Kiev Vay, who passed away in 2004. BOTTOM RIGHT: 
Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton cloth.



TOP LEFT: Silver urn covered with white paper revealing the name of Sun Sophay. TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn placed 
in a white cotton bag which is marked with a name written in Chinese. BOTTOM LEFT: Silver urn with name of So 
Ram written on its surface in red. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn with a green cloth tied around its base.
RIGHT: Copper urn identified as that of Sang Pha, who passed away on 10 September 1989.130



133
LEFT: Unidentified copper and ceramic urns which are tied with white cotton sima. TOP LEFT: Zinc urn which has 
been placed in a plastic bag; a paper identifies the remains as that of Neou Saupren. TOP RIGHT: Dark brown,  
ceramic urn with paper revealing the name of Lach Boeun, who passed away on 4 December 1989. BOTTOM LEFT: 
Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Chinese ceramic urn without identification.



135Dark brown, unidentified ceramic urn.



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with paper bearing the name of Thorn Phally, aged 21. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Silver urn with the name of Hing Neng written on the 
bottom. RIGHT: Unidentified silver urn with a lotus bud motif and intricate sima pattern.136



139
LEFT: Silver urn with the name of Chhok Sim written on a piece of paper. TOP: Unidentified ceramic urn which has 
been placed in a plastic bag. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Zinc urn with a paper  
identifying the remains as that of Meak Pet, who passed away on 2 April 1994.



141Collection of ceramic urns with various shapes.



TOP LEFT: Silver urn with a paper label on the cover identifying the deceased as Leng Sokha, who passed away on 
2 April 1994. TOP RIGHT: Silver urn with the name of Uy Phachoeng, female, written on the paper. BOTTOM LEFT:  
Unidentified aluminum urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified silver urn. RIGHT: Silver urn with name of Leng Sam 
Pheach written on the base.142



145
LEFT: Silver urn with the name of Nen Tet written on the base. TOP: Collection of various ceramic and copper urns.
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn wrapped in white cotton cloth with writing which identifies the deceased as But Chann, 
who passed away on Tuesday, 5 February 1991. BOTTOM RIGHT: Silver urn with the name of Men Savuth (alias  
Chheak) written on the paper label.



TOP LEFT: Dark brown, unidentified ceramic urn. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with a paper bearing the name of Your 
Heng. BOTTOM LEFT: Silver urn with the name of Such Choeun written on the base. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified 
copper urn. RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn which has the Khmer consonant “Ro” written on its surface.146



149
LEFT: Copper urn with writing on its surface identifying the remains as that of Mom Chanly, a female child, who passed 
away on 23 September 1987. TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with writing on its surface 
identifying the remains as that of Heng Phanna (alias Iv Ny), a male child, who passed away on 7 July 1984. BOTTOM 
LEFT:  Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with the name of Roath Bun Chhan written on both the 
paper and in red on the urn’s surface.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Kiev Pros written on its surface. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified ceramic urn.
BOTTOM LEFT: Ceramic urn with a paper label revealing the remains as that of Yung Yang Sieng, aged 35, who 
passed away on 26 September 1989. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn marked on its base with the name of Chhaom 
Lung, who passed away on 12 July 1991. RIGHT: Copper urn marked on its base in red with the name of Huy Khan, 
who passed away on 24 August 1982.
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153
LEFT: Silver urn with the name of Teap Chaokivonh written on the paper label. TOP LEFT: Dark brown, unidentified 
ceramic urn. TOP RIGHT:  Dark brown, unidentified ceramic urn. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn tied with white cotton 
sima. On the surface of the urn is written the name of An Seng, who passed away on 25 January 1987 in Kampong 
Tha-mar. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn wrapped in white cotton cloth on which is written the name of Sek Sokkha, 
who passed away on 14 May 1996.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Sau Limkenra written on the paper. TOP RIGHT: A broken urn covered with 
white cotton cloth. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with the name of Nao Nuon written on the paper attached to the sur-
face. BOTTOM RIGHT: An unidentified urn made from a paint container. RIGHT: Unidentified ceramic urn wrapped 
in cotton cloth.154



157Out of necessity, a wine glass has been used as an urn to store the remains of the deceased. It has been wrapped in 
a white cotton cloth as a gesture of respect.



159
LEFT: Unidentified dark brown ceramic urn. TOP LEFT:  Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with the 
name of Tang Limchheng written on its surface. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with a tag tied to the base identifying 
the remains as that of Kim San. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with a tag tied to the base identifying the remains as 
that of Prak Savan, who passed away on 25 August 1981. 



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with a white cotton cloth on its base identifying the remains as that of Chao Sam, who was 
born in 1904 and passed away on Friday, 2 February 1985. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified silver urn. BOTTOM LEFT: Dark 
brown, ceramic urn which bears no identification. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn bearing no identification. RIGHT:  
Unidentified copper urn.160



163
LEFT: Silver urn with its base wrapped in white cotton cloth and with a paper attached to its surface identifying the 
remains as that of Kan Chan Neary, aged 35, who passed away on 20 March 1992. TOP LEFT: Silver urn covered with a 
paper label bearing the name of Peou Chanthy, aged 27, who passed away on 12 October 1992. TOP RIGHT: 
Unidentified brown ceramic urn. BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with the name 
of the deceased, Da Ran, written on the base.



165A jar which has been used as an urn. Inside the jar is a piece of paper bearing the name of a girl, Som Yoeung. 



TOP LEFT: Unidentified silver urn. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified ceramic urn which is adorned with colorful floral  
images. The cover is lost, however a handkerchief and piece of white cotton have been placed inside of the urn. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Unidentified white ceramic urn decorated in blue. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn. RIGHT: 
Copper urn marked on its surface with the name of Miech Ros, female, aged 95, who passed away on 1 July 1988.166



169
LEFT: Copper urn covered with white cotton cloth bearing the name of Sao Heng, who passed away on 20 July 1980. 
TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn bearing the name of Him Thann on a piece of paper  
attached to the base. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn wrapped in white cotton cloth which identifies the remains as 
that of Nit Savoeun, male, aged 28, who was a Lieutenant in Unit E67.  He passed away on 8 January 1991. BOTTOM 
RIGHT: Remains wrapped in white cotton cloth and placed into a basket.



171A plastic bowl used as an urn. The remains have been wrapped in a light brown cotton cloth and placed in the bowl.   
No identification is shown.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with an image of Buddha and tied with sima. On the surface of the urn is written the name of 
Lao Sokprachea, who passed away on 13 August 1987. TOP RIGHT: A plastic bag used as an urn. The remains have 
been wrapped in light brown cloth and placed into the torn plastic bag. No identification is shown. BOTTOM LEFT:  An 
unidentified dark brown ceramic urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Milk-colored ceramic urn cross-tied with sima. No identification 
is shown. 

172

Copper urn encased in glass; the 
paper glued to the glass identifies 
the remains as those of Im Phin, a 
city hospital staff member, aged 
23, who passed away 22 February 
1990.



175
LEFT: Copper urn with a photo but no name identified. The urn is tied with a fishnet-like sima. TOP LEFT: Copper 
urn wrapped in a plastic bag with its cover firmly tied with sima. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn covered with a light brown 
cloth and tied with sima.  Upon the cloth is written the name of Nhen Tara. BOTTOM LEFT: Silver urn, securely tied 
from top to bottom with sima. No identification is specified. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified urn wrapped in plastic.



177Unidentified white ceramic urn with blue decoration.



TOP: Unidentified white ceramic urn with blue decoration. BOTTOM: A metal can used as an urn and placed in a 
ceramic bowl. The remains are unidentified. 178 179TOP: Unidentified white ceramic urn with blue decoration. The urn has been wrapped in a green plastic bag.   

BOTTOM: Unidentified urn; the remains have been wrapped in white cloth and placed in a wicker basket.



TOP: An urn wrapped in light red cloth. The remains are unidentified. BOTTOM: Ceramic urn decorated with three 
Chinese characters. The paper attached to the urn bears the name of Choung Song.180 181

TOP: Unidentified white ceramic urn with blue decoration. White cloth can be seen protruding beneath the cover of 
the urn. BOTTOM: Unidentified ceramic urn wrapped in torn cloth. 



TOP LEFT: Ornate ceramic urn with a floral motif. The remains are unidentified. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn firmly tied 
from top to bottom with sima. The attached label bears the name of Ta Kao, who passed away on 23 January 1990. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima in a fishnet pattern. On the surface of the urn is written the name of Chea 
Savorn, aged 44, who passed away on 16 February 1990. BOTTOM RIGHT:  Unidentified copper urn with a white cloth 
protruding slightly from the cover. 

182

Unidentified copper urn bearing an 
image of Buddha and securely tied 
with sima.



185
LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn wrapped in torn white cloth. TOP LEFT: Copper urn labeled with the name of Phok 
Kim. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified urn with a photo adhered its surface. The urn has been placed in a plastic bag. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn labeled with the name of Pech. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn bearing the name of Hao 
Seat, who passed away in 1987.  



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn firmly tied from top to bottom with sima and wrapped in red cloth. TOP RIGHT:  
Unidentified glass urn with paper visible on top of the remains. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn firmly tied from top to 
bottom with sima and marked on its surface with the name of Thaong Kimpros, who passed away in 1993. BOTTOM 
RIGHT: A Chinese urn made from a rust-colored ceramic jar. The top of the urn is wrapped in bands of white cloth.  A 
label with Chinese characters has been pasted on the jar. 

186

Copper urn firmly tied with sima 
from the cover to the top of 
the base. The label on the urn  
identifies the remains as those of 
San Yan, who passed away in 1988 
at 8:15 p.m.



189Unidentified remains wrapped in cloth, firmly tied, and placed in a ceramic bowl.



191
LEFT: Remains covered with cloth and firmly tied; on the cloth is written the name of Moeun Samon, who passed 
away in 1988. TOP LEFT: Unidentified remains wrapped in torn cloth and incense sticks. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified 
ceramic urn containing a paper label with illegible notes and a cloth which is slightly protruding. BOTTOM LEFT:  
Copper urn wrapped in cloth upon which is written the name of Hang Soul, who passed away on 31 October 1988.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn with sima tied loosely around the cover and attached to the base. 



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn with sima tied loosely around the cover and attached to the base. TOP RIGHT:  
Copper urn with sima encasing the cover. The writing on the surface of the urn bears the name of Sok Seng.  
BOTTOM: Unidentified remains wrapped in cloth and placed in a basket. RIGHT: Copper urn securely tied with sima; 
the paper on the surface reads Se Leang, passed away on 2 September, 1993.192



195LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn tied with sima and bearing the image of an angel. TOP: Jar-shaped urn wrapped 
with white cloth and tied securely at the top.  On the cloth are written the names Theavy, Chaota, and Teng.
BOTTOM: Unidentified urn wrapped in brown cloth.



TOP LEFT: Silver urn bearing the name of Chan Ny. TOP RIGHT: Copper goblet-shaped urn tied with sima. The  
remains are not identified. BOTTOM: Urn wrapped in white cloth. The remains are not identified. RIGHT: Unidentified 
jar-shaped urn wrapped in colorful cloth.196



199
Collection of copper urns: 
LEFT:  Unidentified copper urn with the cover placed beside it. MIDDLE: Copper urn tied with sima and identified on 
the paper as Sun Sochey. RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn with several pieces of paper nearby.



TOP: Unidentified remains wrapped in torn cloth. BOTTOM: Unidentified white ceramic urn with blue decoration.

200 201
TOP:  Unidentified remains securely wrapped in red cloth and placed on a ceramic plate. BOTTOM: Unidentified 
remains wrapped in torn cloth. 



202 203TOP: Unidentified remains in a plastic bag. BOTTOM: Unidentified ceramic urn wrapped in a plastic bag.   TOP AND BOTTOM: Urn wrapped and tied firmly in cloth marked with the name of Chhang Mom.



205
LEFT AND TOP LEFT: Urn wrapped and tied firmly in cloth marked with the name of Chhang Mom. TOP RIGHT: Silver 
urn encased in glass with a lock. BOTTOM LEFT:  Two beautiful silver urns encased in glass with a lock. BOTTOM RIGHT:  
Copper urn in good condition tied with sima and appearing with the rare angkear-bos flowers.



TOP LEFT: Copper urn in good condition encased in glass with a paper label. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn tied with sima 
and covered with a white cloth bearing the name of Yem Ching. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn in good condition with 
a paper label revealing the name of the deceased. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn decorated with leaves and flowers 
and tied with sima. RIGHT: Copper urn nicely decorated and securely tied with sima. 206



209
LEFT: Copper urn partially tied with sima so that the cover may be removed. The name of Im Chhun is written on the 
paper. TOP LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima which has been cut open so that the cover may be opened. The urn is  
decorated with a leaf motif. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn tied with sima and decorated with a leaf and flower motif.  
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn securely tied with sima.  A name is written on the paper, but is not legible. BOTTOM RIGHT:   
A large copper urn securely tied with sima and displaying an image of Buddha protected by a naga. 



TOP LEFT: Chinese ceramic urn tied with sima. The name and date of death of the deceased is written on the urn in 
Chinese: Phuon Lin, aged 31, who died in 1984. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with information written on its surface:  Minh 
Simoun, aged 61, who passed away on 26 January 1988. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima and displaying 
the name of Chim Moeun on the attached paper. BOTTOM RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn without sima. 210

Copper urn tied with sima. The 
writing on the surface of the urn 
indicates that Tang Kich, aged 50, 
passed away on 29 August 1987.  



213
LEFT: Copper urn tied with sima, unable to be identified. TOP LEFT: Collection of urns, mostly ceramic, in poor  
condition. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with the cover tied to the body with sima. The urn contains a photo of Chheng 
Sinan, who passed away on 17 August 1987. BOTTOM: The original condition of the urns before they were removed 
to be photographed. The can with incense sticks indicates that relatives have come here to pray for the souls of their 
family members during traditional religious ceremonies.



215A detailed photo of an urn with a beautiful image of a meditating Buddha surrounded by a naga.  



TOP LEFT: Copper urn with the cover tied to the body with sima. The urn contains a photo of Chheng Sinan, who 
passed away on 17 August 1987. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn tied with sima and containing a piece of paper with the 
name of Toun Vuthy, who passed away on 2 August 1983. BOTTOM: Collection of urns, composed primarily of  
copper and silver. They have been properly stored and tied with sima. RIGHT: Copper urn tied with sima and  
displaying the name of Cheach Sech on its surface.

216



219
LEFT: Copper urn without sima bearing the name of Ngoeu Haiheng near the cover. TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper 
urn without sima; the cover is loose and can be removed. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn with only two strings of sima intact.  
The remains are not identified. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn in poor condition. The finial on the cover of the urn is broken 
and the sima is torn. No identification appears on the urn. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn with no sima. The cover is not 
closed properly.



TOP LEFT: Marble urn tied with very thin sima and missing the finial on the cover. The urn is unadorned and bears 
no identification. TOP RIGHT: White ceramic urn with blue decoration and sima which has been cut open. The urn 
is unidentified. BOTTOM: Dark brown ceramic urn tied properly with sima but without identification. RIGHT: Copper 
urn in the shape of a stupa with no decoration or identification.220



223
LEFT: Beautifully-designed silver urn with a golden patina, tied with red and white sima. The use of red sima marks this 
urn as special. TOP LEFT: Copper urn securely tied with sima. The name written on the body of the urn is that of Prum 
Viseth. TOP RIGHT: Copper urn securely tied with sima. The name written on the base of the urn is that of Kis Ouch. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn with sima tied around the cover and top of the body. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn tied very 
securely with sima. The name of Sun Saran is written on the paper attached to the urn.



TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn tied with sima. TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn tied with sima and with a damaged 
piece of paper identifying the remains of Thie?, aged 37, who passed away on 13 March 1989.  BOTTOM: Ceramic urn 
decorated with paint and tied with sima. The paper attached to the urn bears the name of Seng Sen, 14 months old.
RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn covered with white cotton fabric. The cover of the urn is adorned with a beautiful 
lotus leaf design.

224
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BOTTOM LEFT: Remains placed in a basket with a photo of the deceased, former Venerable Kan Ouk, aged 76. He was 
born in 1905 and escaped to Vietnam in 1970. A short biography of Kan is written on the paper, parts of which are 
illegible. BOTTOM RIGHT: Team members photographing and measuring a ceramic urn while taking inventory. 

THIS PAGE: Ceramic urn tied with 
sima and bearing the name of 
Thlork Paulida.

OPPOSITE TOP LEFT: Copper urn 
with an attractive design, without 
sima or identification. 

OPPOSITE TOP RIGHT: A letter  
written by the daughter of Peou 
Korb, who was born in 1950,  
containing a short biography of 
his life. 
Peou Horm, sister
Peou Kann, grandfather
Oum Chin, grandmother

Hometown: Solit Krom Village, 
Damnak Kantuot Commune, 
Kampong Trach District, Kampot 
Province. 

Peou Korb was born in 1950 in  
Solit Krom Village, Damnak  
Kantuot Commune, Kampong 
Trach District, Kampot Province. 
He joined the Issarak movement 
during the French colonization. In 
1954 he went to Hanoi, Vietnam, 
got married and had two daughters. 
In 1970, he returned to Cambodia 
and began working for the United 
States. He was executed by the 
Khmer Rouge. His daughter, Korb 
Davy, is a nurse at the military 
hospital (formerly Preah Ketomela 
Hospital) in building Kamapibal A1. 
If the uncle or aunt listed above is 
searching for me, I hope the  
authorities will assist them by  
contacting me through this  
working address.   



229Enlarged view of the letter written by the daughter of Peou Korb, detailing the biography of her father. The letter was 
placed in the mirrored box with her father’s urn.



TOP LEFT:  Toun Layhul TOP RIGHT:  Copper urn marked with the name of Keo Un, who passed away on 20 October 
1984. BOTTOM: Beautiful, small, circular unidentified silver urn. RIGHT: Copper urn marked with the name of Svay 
Sao, who passed away on 16 August 1988.230



233
LEFT: Copper urn covered with a thick piece of cotton bearing two names: Kang Vanny, who passed away on 6  
September 1983, and Nhik Neang. TOP LEFT: Unidentified copper urn covered with a thick piece of white cloth. 
TOP RIGHT: A glass jar, serving as an urn, bearing the name of Pan Sinat. BOTTOM: Unidentified copper urn in the 
shape of a stupa.



TOP LEFT: Ceramic urn without sima identified with the name of Ly Choung. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn 
with a missing cover. BOTTOM:  Ceramic urn bearing the name of Ngauv Huoy. RIGHT: Collection of copper urns tied 
with sima and pieces of white cloth. 234



TOP: Ceramic urn identified as that of Kim Rithyvuth, male, aged 3, who passed away on 10 May 1989. BOTTOM:  
Ceramic urn tied with sima and bearing the name of Chann Dimang, female, aged 6, who passed away on 10  
October 1988. 236 237

TOP: Unidentified remains placed in half of a coconut shell. BOTTOM: Letter placed inside the coconut urn. 



239LEFT: Unidentified copper urn with a missing cover. TOP: Unidentified remains wrapped in a piece of white cotton. 
BOTTOM:  Remains wrapped in cotton fabric.



TOP: Bone fragments placed in a basket. BOTTOM: Remains wrapped in white cotton cloth and placed in a plastic 
bag. RIGHT: A glass jar without a cover, containing remains wrapped in white cotton. 240



243LEFT: Unidentified ceramic urn. RIGHT: Perspectives of various urns.



TOP LEFT: Glass urn with a plastic cover containing a paper with the name of Pen Mut. TOP RIGHT: Unidentified glass 
urn. BOTTOM: Ceramic urn with a paper bearing the name of Inn Phally (alias Am), aged 37, born in Chan Trea District, 
Bavit Commune, Sak Sngork Village, who passed away on 28 May 1993. RIGHT: Unidentified glass urn, covered with 
white cotton cloth and securely tied with sima.244



247Collection of remains, some wrapped only in cloth. 



249
LEFT:  A small jar used for storing remains. This urn is covered with white cotton cloth and bears the name of Om May.
TOP LEFT, TOP RIGHT AND BOTTOM: Relatives wrapped the remains of their deceased loved ones with white cotton 
cloth which they then placed directly into whatever containers were available.



TOP LEFT, TOP RIGHT AND BOTTOM: Remains may have been preserved in ceramic or decorated urns or wrapped 
in white cotton cloth. RIGHT: Remains wrapped in plastic with incense sticks inserted in the middle. 250



253
LEFT: Remains wrapped in green cotton cloth and covered with a plastic bag. TOP LEFT AND TOP RIGHT: Ceramic urn 
covered with a plastic bag. BOTTOM: An empty copper urn.



TOP LEFT: Brown bottle containing remains of the deceased. TOP RIGHT: Relatives placed their loved one’s remains 
on a plate and covered it with white cotton cloth. BOTTOM LEFT: Copper urn encased in glass, which also contains 
two photos and vases. BOTTOM RIGHT: Copper urn encased in glass. RIGHT: Unidentified marble urn encased in 
glass and locked. There is a small photo placed on the white cotton cloth.254



257
LEFT: A glass box containing a copper urn which has fallen over. TOP LEFT AND TOP RIGHT: Vase urn containing 
a piece of paper with the name of Om Chann, male, who lived at #1530, Russey Keo. BOTTOM LEFT AND BOTTOM 
RIGHT: Unidentified copper urn and photo of the deceased encased in glass. 



TOP LEFT AND TOP RIGHT: Unidentified copper urns encased in glass with photos of the deceased. BOTTOM:  
Copper urn with a photo identifying Phatt Tauch, who passed away on 26 June 1988. The urn is encased in glass. 
RIGHT:  Copper urn encased in glass and bearing the name of Ing Sokkha, aged 31.258



261
LEFT: Unidentified glass urn. TOP: Copper urn with a photo identifying Phatt Tauch, who passed away on 26 June 1988. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Silver urn bearing the name of Tem Yi, aged 51. BOTTOM RIGHT: Marble urn which has been cut in half 
and is missing its cover.



262 LEFT: A bowl used as a cremation urn. RIGHT: Beautiful angkear-bos flowers.



265After cremation, only bones and ashes remain.

“Entering and parting the world with nothing, only a bowl of ashes remains.”  —Cambodian Saying



A tribute to a very special friend, Kol

I am a surgeon who specializes in cancer and, at the same time, I am also a pastor and Christian missionary 
in Cambodia. It has been four years since I left behind my surgical practice in the Philippines to perform my 
ministry in Cambodia. In September of 2014, I had an opportunity to renew my surgical practice when I met 
Kol and her brother, Youk. Kol was thinly-built and had been misdiagnosed as having skin cancer rather than 
breast cancer, which should be treated more aggressively because of its propensity to metastasize even in its 
early stage of development. The necessary surgery was complicated by her ongoing heart condition,  
however we planned to overcome that issue by using an external pacemaker. We proceeded with the surgery 
which was uneventful. She recovered well but had to undergo chemotherapy because of the late stage of her 
cancer. Her recovery was progressing well, even with the chemo, until the third cycle when she had an  
adverse reaction to the chemo drug and went into cardiac failure.

She was pronounced clinically dead based upon the biometric equipment that was monitoring her vital signs. 
It was a very dreadful day because Kol was not just an ordinary patient of mine; she had become a friend and 
a part of my family. At that time, it seemed as if I had lost a sister and a friend and I was feeling very  
depressed. According to Cambodian custom, she was taken to Wat Langka, the family pagoda. As she was  
lying there and being prepared for a weeklong wake, she suddenly woke up and began to move, according  
to family members. Youk, her brother, called me to come to the pagoda immediately and when I arrived, I 
could not believe what my eyes were seeing, because I was one of the doctors who had pronounced her 
death. There she was, struggling with the tube in her airway. Once I removed the airway tube, she relaxed and 
began breathing normally. All of her vital signs were normal.

After almost thirty years of medical practice and twenty-seven years of Christian ministry, I witnessed a life 
miracle. I have heard many stories about the dead coming to life, but I never imagined I would witness such 
an event. I knew from the beginning that Kol was special; her body was ravaged with cancer and she had  
endured a great deal of human pain and suffering as a survivor of Khmer Rouge regime. She is the  
manifestation of what this nation endured and continues to endure in all aspects of life. Remarkably, just as 
Kol always held hope in her eyes, there is always the hope of a brighter future for the country.

In the midst of this ordeal, I have never seen a family holding together in so much love. Kol experienced  
something that most Cambodians and most people in general have never experienced—“unconditional love.” 
Two words which are so elusive in a human context. “I love you if” is the common kind of love most people 
experience, but within this family, it is just “I love you period,” without conditions. When Kol was about to 
leave the pagoda, she asked for her sketchbook and began to draw. That amazed me and continues to amaze 
me to this day. She drew Jesus on the cross. To me, that represents the unspoken faith of an encounter with 
the true living God. She passed away a week later in a very peaceful way, without the intervention of life  
support medicine, equipment or doctors meddling with the plan of God.  Most people do not understand 
that, for a Christian, death is a crowning glory because one is able to leave this earth, which is filled with  
suffering and pain, and move on to a place more beautiful than our wildest dreams (Revelation 21:9-14), a 
place where God “will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or crying or 
pain, for the old order of things has passed away.” (Revelation 21:4). 

Kol, your memories will remain with me, even though we met for only a short time; I will not say good-bye, 
but rather see you later when the time has come.

EPILOGUE Dr. Demy C. REyes

266 TOP RIGHT: Wat Langka BOTTOM RIGHT: Samdech Preahmoha Areyavong Sao Chanthol blesses the ashes of 
Youk Chhang’s sister at 5:30 a.m., following her cremation on 21 January 2015.
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នៅថ្ថងទី១ ខែវចិ្ឆិកា ឆ្ន ាំ២០០៥ សភានពញអង្គរបស់អង្គការសហរបជាជាតិបានអនុមត័កាំណត់
យកថ្ថងទី២៧ ខែមករា ជាទិវាថ្នការច្ង្ចាំជាអនតរជាតិសតីពីការសម្លល បរ់ង្គគ លនៅអឺរ  ុប។ ទិវាថ្នការ
ច្ង្ចាំននេះ ម្លនសារសាំខានណ់ាស់នររេះថា វាមនិរតឹមខតផតល់កិតតិយសដល់រនរង្នរនេះនៅអឺរ  ុបខត
ប ុនណាណ េះនទ ប ុខនតខថមទាំង្បាននរកើនរ ាំឭក និង្បនង្កើនការយកចិ្តតទុកដាកពី់សហគមនអ៍នតរជាតិកនុង្ការ
នបតជាា ចិ្តតថា អាំនពើថ្រពថ្ផៃ របហាករ់បខហលនន ននេះនឹង្មនិអាច្បាំនភលច្បានជានរៀង្រហូត។ 

នទេះជាសហគមនអ៍នតរជាតិម្លនការតាំង្ចិ្តតខបបននេះកតី នយើង្គរួម្លនមនសិកាគិតរតង្ច់្ាំណុច្
ថា ការទទលួសាគ ល់ខដលម្លនរយៈនពលខត១ថ្ថងខបបននេះ មនិនសមើនៅនឹង្ការផតល់នសច្កតីននរពនពញ
មយួរីវតិនទ នហើយនសច្កតីនសាម េះរតង្ត់មរយៈកាយវកិារ មនិអាច្ យកមករាំនួសនូវសកមមភាពជាក់
ខសតង្បាននឡើយ។ នយើង្រតូវរបាកដថា នសច្កតីច្ង្ប់ានថ្នននលការណ៍មនុសៃធមរ៌បស់នយើង្ អាច្បក
រសាយថាជានសច្កតីនមតត ករុណាដន៏សាម េះរតង្ស់រម្លបម់នុសៃជាតិរគបរូ់ប។ នសច្កតីតាំង្ចិ្តតរបស់នយើង្
កនុង្ការច្ង្ចាំនរឿង្រា វពីអតីតកាលរតូវបានវាស់ខវង្ មនិខមនតមរយៈការទទលួសាគ ល់ដន៏សាេះកនរកាេះ
ខបបននេះនឡើយ ប ុខនតតមរយៈការនពញចិ្តតរបស់នយើង្ច្ាំនរេះ នរឿង្រា វរបស់មនុសៃរគបរូ់ប។ 

កនុង្សាម រតីននេះ នាឱកាសទិវារបវតតិសាស្តសតននេះ ែាុ ាំសូមនលើកនរឿង្មយួមកនិយាយ ខដលជានរឿង្
ផ្ទទ ល់ែលួនរបស់រកុមរគួសារែាុ ាំ ប ុខនតនរឿង្រា វននេះតាំណាង្ឱយការតស ូមយួខដលរបជារនកមពុជាជានរច្ើន
កាំពុង្របឈមមុែនានពលបច្ចុបបនន។ 

បង្រសីរបស់ែាុ ាំន ម្ េះ ខកវ កុលធីត ឯកស័ក បានទទលួមរណភាពនរកាយពីបាន ពាយាម
រមនេះនឹង្រាំងឺ្មហារកីអស់រយៈនពលជានរច្ើនឆ្ន ាំ។ បង្រសីែាុ ាំនកើតកនុង្ឆ្ន ាំ១៩៥៩ នៅទីរកុង្ភនាំនពញ។  
ម្លត យរបស់ែាុ ាំន ម្ េះ ខកវ ណាន ម្លនអាយុ៨៦ឆ្ន ាំ។ បង្រសីរបស់ែាុ ាំ គឺជាមនុសៃគថលង្ពី់កាំនណើ ត។ 
នតជ់ាកូនរសីនៅនគបង្អស់កនុង្ ច្ាំនណាមបង្រសីរបាាំនាក។់ នតម់្លនអាយុែុសនន ជាមយួែាុ ាំខតពីរឆ្ន ាំ
ប ុនណាណ េះ នហតុដូនច្នេះ នតនិ់ង្ែាុ ាំហាកបី់ដូច្ជាមតិតរិតសនិទធនឹង្នន ។ នដាយសារខតនតម់និអាច្ទាំនាក់
ទាំនង្ជាមយួមនុសៃទូនៅបាន នលើកខលង្ខតមនុសៃមយួ ច្ាំននួតូច្ខដលនច្េះភាសាកាយវកិារមនុសៃ
គ នតខ់តង្ខតនធវើកិច្ចការអវីៗនដាយែលួនឯង្ នហើយម្លនខតមនុសៃមយួច្ាំនួនតូច្ខតប ុនណាណ េះខដលម្លន
ការអតធ់មត ់ និង្ច្ង្ស់ាគ ល់ និង្ខសវង្យល់ពីអារមមណ៍ពិតរបស់នត។់ ប ុខនត នទេះបីជានតស់ថិតកនុង្   
កាលៈនទសៈខបបននេះកតី នតជ់ាមនុសៃម្លន កខ់ដលម្លនសាម រតី និង្បុគគលិកលកខណៈរងឹ្ម្លាំខដលផតល់ជា
ពនលឺដថ៏ាល ថ្ថលនៅកនុង្រគួសារ។ 

នៅនពលខដលខែមររកហមនឡើង្កានអ់ាំណាច្កនុង្ឆ្ន ាំ១៩៧៥ បង្រសីែាុ ាំ នហើយនិង្ែាុ ាំករ៏រត់
របាស់នន  នហើយមនិខដលបានរបួមុែនន នទ។ នយើង្របួរុាំនន នឡើង្វញិនរកាយរបបខែមររកហម ប ុខនត

Right: The cremation urn of Keo Kolthida Ekkasakh (January 21, 2015)268
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អនករកកានខ់តដុនដាបនៅៗ នហើយរេះឥទធិពលអារកកដ់ល់មនុសៃមយួរាំនាន ់ ខដលធ្លល បទ់ទលួរង្នូវ
ការឈចឺបយ់ា ង្ថ្រកខលង្ នដើមបសីាត ររបនទសជាតិនឡើង្វញិនរកាយរបបខែមររកហម។ 

បង្រសីរបស់ែាុ ាំទទលួមរណភាពចុ្ង្នរកាយនៅថ្ថងទី១៩ ខែមករា ឆ្ន ាំ២០១៥ នវលានម្ល ង្    
៨:៤០នាទីយប ់ប ុខនតនតម់និបានលាចកនលាក នដាយមនិបានម្លនៈនឹង្នសច្កតីសាល បន់នាេះនទ។ មុន
ននេះមយួអាទិតយ គឺនៅ ថ្ថងទី១៣ ខែមករា នវលានម្ល ង្៨:៤០នាទីរពឹក នតរ់តូវបាននវរជបណឌិ ត 
របកាសថាសាល បន់ហើយ។ សញ្ហញ ណខដលអាច្បញ្ហជ កថ់ាអាច្ម្លនរីវតិឈបដ់ាំនណើ រការនហើយ នហើយ
នតក់ន៏ម នរីវតិរស់នទៀតនទ។ នវរជបណឌិ តជានរច្ើននាកប់ានរបាបែ់ាុ ាំថា បង្រសីែាុ ាំសាល បន់ហើយ។ 
របសិនជានយើង្នម នគាំនិតផទុយពីនវរជបណឌិ តនទននាេះ បង្រសីរបស់ែាុ ាំរបាកដជានឹង្រតូវបានបូជាទាំង្
ម្លនរីវតិរស់នៅនឡើយ។ នដាយសារនវរជបណឌិ តរបាបដូ់នច្នេះ រគួសារនយើង្បានយកបង្រសីែាុ ាំទាំង្កតី
នសាកសនរង្ង្នៅកានវ់តតលង្គក ។ រគួសារនយើង្ទាំង្អស់នន មនិបានបូជាបង្រសីែាុ ាំនទ ប ុខនត នយើង្សុាំឱយរពេះ
សង្ឃជានរច្ើនអង្គសូរតធមរូ៌ននត។់ នយើង្ខបរបនន់ហើយខបរបនន់ទៀត។ រពេះសង្ឃបានសូរតធម ៌ និង្
ដុតធូប។ នយើង្ទាំង្អស់នន ខបរបនន់ៅខកបរសាកសពបង្រសីែាុ ាំអស់រយៈនពលជានរច្ើននម្ល ង្។ រ ាំនពច្
មយួននាេះ រពេះអង្គរគូសូរតសាត ាំរពេះនាម ផ្ទន ់ចនត់រា បានសនង្កតន ើញទឹកខភនករសកន់ៅនលើថាព ល់
ខាង្សាត ាំរបស់បង្រសីែាុ ាំ។ បង្រសីែាុ ាំចបន់ផតើមកនរមើកថ្ដទាំង្ពីររបស់នត ់ នហើយចបន់ផតើមនបើកខភនក។ 
នពលននាេះ ែាុ ាំចបន់ផតើមបង្គា ញគាំនូរអាំពីរីវតិរបស់នត ់ខដលនតប់ានគូរសរម្លបអ់នករសាវរជាវរនជាតិ
អានមរកិាាំង្គថលង្ម់្លន កន់ ម្ េះ នអរនី ម ូរយីា ទី ហានរ  លសាន។់ នបើសិនជាម្លនអពភូតនហតុពិតខមនននាេះ 
ថ្ថងននាេះគឺជាអពភូតនហតុជាកខ់សតង្ខតមតង្។ រពេះអង្គ សនមតច្រពេះមហាអរយិវង័្ៃ នៅរ ៍ច្នទថុលល គង្ន់ៅ
ទីននាេះខដរ។ 

បង្រសីែាុ ាំបនតម្លនរីវតិបានមយួសបាត ហ៍នទៀត។ នរកាយពីនតដឹ់ង្ែលួនវញិ នតប់ានរបាប់
នយើង្ពីមនុសៃ ខដលនតប់ានរបួនៅកនុង្កតីរសថ្ម ខដលនតប់ានសាគ ល់ពីអតីតកាល នហើយអនកទាំង្
ននាេះបានសាល បក់ាលពីរបបខែមររកហម។ នតប់ានរបួឪពុករបស់ែាុ ាំ បង្រសីែាុ ាំ និង្អនករិតខាង្ែាុ ាំខដល
អនកទាំង្អស់ននាេះបានសាល បក់ាលពីរបបខែមររកហមអស់នៅនហើយ។ 

បង្រសីែាុ ាំម្លនរីវតិនឡើង្វញិ និង្ម្លនសុែភាពរបនសើរបានមយួសបាត ហ៍នទៀត ខតអកុសលនបេះដូង្
របស់ នតច់បន់ផតើមនាំង្ នហើយទទលួមរណភាពនៅថ្ថងទី១៩ ខែមករា។ 

ែាុ ាំគរួខតនធវើអវីៗនរច្ើនជាង្ននេះនដើមបរីយួ បង្រសីែាុ ាំឱយធូររសាល ដូច្នន នៅនឹង្កិច្ចការជានរច្ើន
នទៀតខដលែាុ ាំគរួខតនធវើនដើមបបុីពវនហតុសរម្លបរ់នរង្នរនេះថ្នរបបខែមររកហម។ រហូតមកដល់ថ្ថងននេះ 
កមពុជានៅបនតរបឹង្ខរបង្តស ូជាមយួនឹង្របបននេះនៅនឡើយ។ ែណៈនពលខដលនយើង្កាំពុង្នលើក
កមពស់ និង្ចតទុ់កបញ្ហា ននយាបាយ ការអបរ់ ាំ និង្សាសនា ជាវស័ិយច្មបង្ខដលរតូវនដាេះរសាយ 

នរកាយពីវស័ិយទាំង្ននេះទទលួរង្នូវផលប េះរល់យា ង្ខាល ាំង្ពីរបបខែមររកហម នយើង្កគ៏រួយកចិ្តត
ទុកដាកដ់ល់របពន័ធសុខាភបិាលខដរ ខដលទទលួសាល កសាន មនករដាំខណលពីរបបខែមររកហមដូច្នន ។ 
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នយើង្ទាំង្ពីរនាកប់ាន នភលច្ភាសាកាយវកិារខដលនយើង្ធ្លល បន់របើសរម្លបទ់ាំនាកទ់ាំនង្នន កាលពីនកមង្។ 

អស់រយៈនពលជានរច្ើនឆ្ន ាំនរកាយមក នយើង្កម៏និសូវម្លនទាំនាកទ់ាំនង្ជាមយួនន នរច្ើនខដរ។  នទើបខតឆ្ន ាំ
២០១៥ចុ្ង្នរកាយននេះខដលែាុ ាំបានច្ាំណាយនពលនវលាជានរច្ើននៅជាមយួនត។់ នៅនពលខដលនយើង្ទាំង្
ពីរនៅជាមយួនន  នយើង្និយាយនន នដាយកាយវកិារនិង្គាំនូរអាំពីការសាល ប ់ និង្ការបាតែ់លួន សម្លរិក
រគួសារជាទីរសឡាញ់របស់នយើង្ នហើយនតប់ាននរៀបរាបពី់រីវតិរបស់នតក់នុង្របបខែមររកហម និង្ 
នរកាយរបបននេះ ខដលនតជ់ាអនកគាំនូរម្លន ក។់ នតគូ់ររូបនផៃង្ៗឱយនកមង្ៗសិសៃសាលា។ នកមង្ទាំង្
អស់ននាេះខតង្បរចិច គរបាកប់នតិច្បនតួច្មកនត ់ ខដលនតប់ានសនៃាំមតង្បនតិច្ៗ នហើយទិញបានរកវលិ
មយួគូ ខដលនរកាយមក រកវលិមយួច្ាំនហៀង្របស់នតរ់តូវបានអនករិតខាង្លួច្យកនៅ។ 

ដូច្របជារនកមពុជាជានរច្ើននាកន់ផៃង្នទៀតកនុង្អាំឡុង្របបខែមររកហមខដរ នតរ់តូវកម្លម ភបិាល
ខែមររកហម ចតត់ាំង្ឱយនធវើខរស ដាាំបខនល និង្កាបឆ់្ក រថ្រព។ បង្រសីែាុ ាំែិតែាំរតដររស់នដាយនវទនា តម 
រយៈសាម រតី សមបរញ្ញ ៈរបស់នតជ់ាមនុសៃគថលង្។់ នៅនពលខដលនតឃ់្លល នខាល ាំង្ នតប់ាននដើរនរ ើស
សលឹកនឈើ និង្សតវលអិតនានាហូបជាអាហារ។ បទពិនសាធនរ៍បស់នតន់ៅកនុង្របបខែមររកហមនធវើឱយែាុ ាំ
នសងើច្សរនសើរ នហើយនឹកសាម នមនិដល់។ ជាមយួនន ននាេះខដរ នៅនពលខដលែាុ ាំដឹង្ពីបទពិនសាធន៍
នរឿង្រា វរីវតិរបស់នត ់ ែាុ ាំម្លនអារមមណ៍កតុកកតួលនិង្រ ាំរលួចិ្តតយា ង្ខាល ាំង្នដាយសារ សាម រតីរបស់នត់
នលើសពីអវីខដលអាច្ពិពណ៌នាបាន និង្របាជាា  សាម រតីរបស់នតក់នុង្ភាពជាមនុសៃគថលង្ត់ស ូសវិតសាវ ញ
នដើមបរីីវតិរស់ពីរបបនឃ្លរនៅខែមររកហម។ 

នពលនវលាខដលែាុ ាំនៅជាមយួនតន់ាដាំណាកក់ាលចុ្ង្នរកាយថ្នរីវតិរបស់នត ់ ម្លននយ័
យា ង្ខាល ាំង្ច្ាំនរេះែាុ ាំ។ នាថ្ថងចុ្ង្នរកាយថ្នរីវតិរបស់នត ់ ែាុ ាំខបរបនរ់គបយ់ា ង្សូមឱយម្លនអពភូតនហតុ
នកើតនឡើង្នដើមបឱីយសុែភាព របស់នតប់ានរបនសើរនឡើង្។ 

ប ុខនត ដូច្របជារនកមពុជានផៃង្នទៀតខដរខដលទទួលរង្នូវបញ្ហា សុែភាពធងនធ់ងរ បង្រសីែាុ ាំបាន
នពើបរបទេះនូវ ការពាបាលសុែភាពពីរបពន័ធសុខាភបិាលខដលទនន់ែោយ ខដលែវេះការអនុវតតឱយម្លន
របសិទធភាព និង្ភាពែវេះរកមសីលធមវ៌ជិាជ រីវៈ និង្បនច្ចកនទស និង្វធីិសាស្តសត ខដលម្លនភាពចស់   
គាំរលិតាំង្ពីរាំនានអ់ាណានិគមបារាាំង្។ ែាុ ាំបានច្ាំណាយនពលជានរច្ើនយប ់ នរច្ើនថ្ថងនដើមបតីមសនង្កត 
និង្រតួតពិនិតយនមើលការពាបាលរបស់បង្រសីែាុ ាំ។ នពលែលេះ ែាុ ាំបានដាស់បុគគលិកមនទីរនពទយ ជានរច្ើន
សារនៅនពលយបន់ដើមបធី្លនាថា បង្រសីែាុ ាំរតូវបានការខថទាំដិតដល់។ នដាយែវេះខាតនូវការនលើកទឹក
ចិ្តត ច្ាំនរេះការង្គរ និង្ កង្វេះនូវការទទលួែុសរតូវរបស់ែលួនកនុង្ការខថរកោអនករាំងឺ្ បុគគលិកនពទយខតង្ខត
រពនង្ើយកននតើយច្ាំនរេះកាតពវកិច្ចរបស់ែលួន ជាពិនសស ច្ាំនរេះអនករាំងឺ្ណាខដលរកីរកែវេះខាត។ នៅ
របនទសខដលម្លនរបពន័ធសុខាភបិាលទាំននើប សុែុម្លលភាពរបស់អនករាំងឺ្រតូវបានយកចិ្តតទុកដាកជ់ា 
ខាល ាំង្។ ច្ាំខណកឯនៅរបនទសកមពុជាវញិ របសិនជានម នការផតល់លុយកាក ់ និង្ការផតល់របាកប់ខនថម
ននាេះនទ នឹង្មនិអាច្ធ្លនាអាំពីគុណភាពថ្នការពាបាលបាននឡើយ។ របពន័ធសុខាភបិាលខបបននេះនធវើឱយ
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ែណៈនពលខដលសង្គមនយើង្ទាំង្អស់នន កាំពុង្ែិតែាំនលើកកមពស់របពន័ធសុខាភបិាលរបស់ែលួន 
ននាេះែាុ ាំមនិចតទុ់កថា កាលៈនទសៈ និង្នរឿង្រា វរបស់បង្រសីែាុ ាំជានរឿង្ែុសនគ និង្ពិនសសននាេះនទ។ 
នបើសិនជានយើង្មនិបានរួយ  និង្នាំរទនតខ់ដលអង្វរច្ង្ប់ានការខថទាំនិង្ការយកចិ្តតទុកដាកម់ក
នលើសុែភាពរបស់នត ់ រពមទាំង្រនរមើសនផៃង្ កនុង្ការផតល់ការពាបាលបខនថមច្ាំនរេះលកខែណឌ របស់
នត់ ែាុ ាំនចទជាសាំណួរថានតើនតអ់ាច្រស់បានរយៈនពលប ុណាណ នទៀត? នហើយសាំណួរមយួនទៀតគឺថា នតើ
របជារនរកីរកប ុនាម នរនន់ាកខ់ដលរតូវបាននវរជបណឌិ តរបកាសថាសាល ប ់ នហើយយកនៅបូជាខដល
អាច្នៅម្លនរីវតិនៅនឡើយ? ការមនិយកចិ្តតទុកដាក ់ ឬការរពនង្ើយកននតើយនដាយគាំនរាេះគាំនរ ើយ 
ច្ាំនរេះរនរកីរក ឬការរបកានប់កខពកួ នដាយផតល់ការពាបាលតមរយៈការទមទរឱយបង្រ់បាក ់បាន
បង្កឱយម្លនភាពឈចឺប ់ និង្នវទនារមមណ៍រជាលនរៅ ជាង្ភាពរ ាំខាន ភាពអសមតថភាព ឬភាពែជិល
រច្អូសនៅនទៀត។ សាន មដានថ្នរបបនឃ្លរនៅខែមររកហមខតង្ខតដកជ់ាបន់ៅកនុង្ការយល់ដឹង្ 
សម្លម នចិ្តត និង្កតីបារមភរបស់នយើង្ ខដលនយើង្ម្លនច្ាំនរេះមនុសៃជាតិរបស់នយើង្ ទាំង្នពលទាំនាក់
ទាំនង្ជាមយួនន ធមមត និង្នសវាកមមនផៃង្ៗ ខដលនយើង្បានផតល់ច្ាំនរេះមនុសៃជាតិ។ ច្ាំនរេះបញ្ហា
ននេះ កមពុជានៅម្លនកិច្ចការនរច្ើននទៀតខដលរតូវបាំនពញ។ 

នដាយនហតុននេះ ការទទួលសាគ ល់រនរង្នរនេះមនិខមនចបន់ផតើម និង្បញ្ចបន់ៅវញិខតកនុង្មយួ
ថ្ថងននាេះនទ។ ខតនយើង្រតូវកាំណតទិ់វាននេះជាកាយវកិារនិមតិតរូបមយួខដលបង្គា ញថា ការទទលួែុសរតូវរបស់
នយើង្នឹង្មនិរតូវបានបាំនភលច្នចលនទ នហើយជាមយួនន ននាេះខដរ នយើង្រតូវនធវើកិច្ចការបខនថមនទៀត នទេះបី
អវីៗនម នភាពអមតៈយា ង្ណាកន៏ដាយ។ 
 
ឆ្ាំង្ យុ 

272 273Kol’s grand-nephew, Stephen, aged 14, paying his respects at her funeral at Wat Langka.



LetteR FROM A FRIEND
Erin Moriarty Harrelson

It was your story that inspired me to come to Cambodia to work with deaf 
Cambodians. I first learned of you from an article in the Phnom Penh Post 
about your brother, Youk. In this article, he spoke of how you found each 
other after the Khmer Rouge period. What struck me the most about this 
article was how lovingly Youk spoke of you.
 
In this article, Youk explained how your long conversations inspired him to 
think more about the impact of this devastating period in Cambodian his-
tory on deaf people and people with disabilities. After reading this, I knew 

I had to meet you. When I first arrived in Phnom Penh, I introduced myself to Youk and asked him if I could 
meet you. As he drove me from his office at the Documentation Center of Cambodia through the chaotic traf-
fic of Phnom Penh to your home, I worried about how we would communicate. I shouldn’t have worried—we 
didn’t need Cambodian Sign Language or Khmer.
 
Your story unspooled as you drew picture after picture, each with the year written on it. I was struck by your 
technical skill, especially as your memories of the Khmer Rouge materialized in your notebook. Sketch by 
sketch, you drew haunting images of black-clad cadres cutting an emaciated man’s throat by a tree; the cas-
sava you hid in your basket for your family as you collected firewood; the mice you ate; and finally, the hopeful 
drawings of the Royal dancers in their golden jewels inserted between the horrors of the Khmer Rouge.
 
With sorrow, I read the email from Youk informing me that you had passed on. That afternoon, I went to Wat 
Langka to pray with your family. I sat with Youk as he described your last moments. He spoke of how you had 
woken up in the pagoda and the stories you told of the people you met on your journey. He explained how 
he had shown you your book of drawings when you woke up because they were so important to you. He told 
me how you immediately took the book and started drawing.
 
When it was time for me to leave the pagoda, Youk gave me a gift: your colored pens and drawing book. 
Tucked in the package, I also found your gold eyeglasses. I have a vivid memory of you peeking at me over 
the rims of your eyeglasses, pen moving deftly across the paper and a mischievous grin on your face as you 
drew me.
 
At home, I looked through your drawings and they are so precious, Kol.
 
They are a living record of a deaf person’s experience of the Khmer Rouge. It is your story, which your family 
has entrusted to me. In a fitting conclusion, I found at the very end of the book your last drawing, a drawing 
of the smiling monk you first saw when you woke up.
 
I will do my best to honor your life and memory by finding a way to disseminate these images so the world 
knows what the genocide looks like from your perspective. Your drawings of how you risked your life to steal 
food for your family, an act that meant instant death if caught reminds me of how brave you are in so many 
ways. You never had the opportunity to learn Cambodian Sign Language but that didn’t stop you from having 
close, loving relationships with your family, especially your brother, Youk, and a full, heart-felt life.
 
What truly breaks my heart is the drawing I found between a drawing of a cadre standing by a tree and 

a drawing of two cadres holding up the wrists of two kneeling men. This light-hearted sketch of me smiling and  
building a snowman in my green rubber boots tucked in between the dark, menacing images reinforces that in  
darkness, there is always light. Thank you for holding me close to your heart.

Safe travels, Kolthida. 
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Erin Moriarty Harrelson, a PhD candidate in anthropology at American University, is one of five grantees selected from among 864 
applicants for a Fulbright-National Geographic Digital Storytelling Fellowship, which is the first of its kind. Moriarty Harrelson will 
travel throughout Cambodia for nine months, exploring the emergence of a post-Khmer Rouge deaf culture. She herself is deaf and 
will use video, text, photographs, maps, and drawings to document the lives of deaf Cambodians as they encounter each other for 
the first time and learn Cambodian Sign Language—a language that is still being developed and documented.

LEFT: Erin and Kolthida, December 2014. TOP: The rare angkear-bos flower, which was planted at Youk Chhang’s 
primary school, Poeuv Um, Taul Kauk, Phnom Penh in 1967.



Hatreds do not ever cease in this world by hating, but by love; this is an eternal truth...
Overcome anger by love, overcome evil by good.  

Overcome the miser by giving, overcome the liar by truth.
—Buddha in the Dhammapada 1.5 & 17.3

 Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you,  
pray for those who abuse you. If someone takes away your coat,  

do not withhold your shirt from them. Give to everyone who begs from you;  
and if anyone takes away your goods, do not ask for them again.

—Jesus in Luke 6:27-30

*Jesus and Buddha: The Parallel Sayings, edited by Marcus Borg, Introduction by Jack Kornfield

277Youk Chhang’s sister was cremated traditionally. Her ashes were scattered on the Mekong River by her brother 
and niece, Khan Munich.276 After cremation, some bones are to be kept in the urn.



Letter FROM A FRIEND
Christopher Dearing
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TOP LEFT: Before beginning construction, U.S. Navy Seabees BU1 (SCW) Eric George (left) and BU2 (SCW) Fabian 
Flores (right) take measurements for the shelves in the display area. TOP RIGHT: U.S. Navy Seabee BU1 (SCW)  
Eric George assesses the heights of various urns during the construction process. BOTTOM: Youk Chhang, Chairman 
and Founder of the Sleuk Rith Institute, reviewing plans with U.S. Navy Seabees for the construction of shelves to 
display the 464 urns in the praying hall of Wat Langka. It is hoped that the display of the urns, accompanied by the 
book The Urns, will help promote healing among visitors to the pagoda.

We met one afternoon almost two years ago, and I already felt like I knew so much about you from your 
brother, Youk. With your heart of gold, you touched everyone with whom you crossed paths. You were deaf, 
yet you had the ability to perceive the world in ways hidden from others. You did not ‘speak,’ yet your light 
still filled the room with your presence. 
 
Like all Cambodians who suffered during the Khmer Rouge regime, you were subjected to cruelty,  
starvation, and hard labor. However, unlike most other Cambodians, your deafness forced you to find  
innovative ways to communicate, understand, and relate to others.  Your intuition, resourcefulness, and  
indomitable spirit became your trusted companions as you faced your captors.  In the years that  
followed, your love and compassion demonstrated your triumph over their brutality. You never entertained  
self-pity, envy or malice; rather, your deafness became your window to a higher plane of existence.  You found  
happiness in art, and your paintbrush became your microphone to the world.  
 
Youk cared so deeply for you and he strove to find a way to keep you with him longer. Both of us shared a 
commonality in your struggle. About the time that your cancer returned, my mother, Andrea, discovered her 
cancer had also spread.  
 
You and my mother never formally met, but you both shared in the experience of this disease. Both of you 
underwent surgery, chemotherapy, and the solemn task of end-of-life planning. I could not help but think of 
your experience when my mother talked of her endless exhaustion, pain, and other physical maladies. While 
you may have been worlds apart in culture, background and experience, both you and my mother shared the 
unique gift of grace and the ability to confront life’s challenges with dignity.
 
They say misfortune reveals one’s character, and without question, yours was clearly extraordinary. Youk  
described to me how the doctors pronounced you dead and but for your family’s belief in miracles, you would 
have been assumed to have passed. But your spirit was not ready to depart this world and you returned for 
a short while—nearly a week—to spend time with those you loved in life.
 
Death is a curious journey whereby the route is universal, yet the destination is unknown. While religion, 
philosophy, and science posit different narratives, ultimately all agree that there is beauty in the human  
condition. There is beauty in the world because of people like you, Kol, and it is incredibly sad to say goodbye.  
However, I know you have entered a beautiful place in a world more deserving of your light.
 
Yours sincerely,

Chris
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With gratitude for their assistance, Venerable Rithy Sak of Wat Langka joins the U.S. Navy Seabees in the preah 
vihear of the pagoda. From left, BU1 (SCW) Eric George, BUC (SCW) Logan Ash, Venerable Rithy Sak (kru sot  
chveng), and BU2 (SCW) Fabian Flores. 
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GdæiFatu³ KµanGVICaGmt³ 
បញ្ជីអដ្ឋធិាតុដដ្លរកឃ ើញឃៅឃរោមបលល័ង្កររះរុទ្ធរូប 

វតតលង្កក , ទ្ីរកុង្ភ្នំឃរញ 

ឃរៀបឃរៀង្ឃោយ៖ ចាន រាថ្នន , សា ហ្វា ទ្ីលី, សុភ្័ក្រកត ភាណា 

 វទ្យទ្ស្ថសាន នសល កករតត 

ដំ កុមភៈ ឆ្ន ំ ២០១៥ 

ឃលំ

ឃរៀង្ 

ឃលំ

កូដ្ 
ឃ ម្ ះជាភាសាអង់្ឃលលស ឃ ម្ ះ ឃភ្ទ្ អាយុ ថ្ងៃមរណភារ 

ទ្ំរ័រកនុង្ 

ឃសៀវឃៅ 

1 6961 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 21 

2 6943 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 21 

3 7016 Vantha វ៊ន្ថន រសី  ១ ឆ្ន ំ ១៩៨៨ 9 

4 7019 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 24 

5 7045 Vong Vimol វង្ស វទ្យមល ? ? ២៣/០៣/១៩៨៣ 27 

6 7069 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 28 

7 7032 Yin Ay យិន អយ ? ? ? 24 

8 7102 Aeyben Champa ឃអើយឃបន ចមប៉ ? ? ? 27 

9 7110 Yim Yuky យីម យុលី ? ៣ ឆ្ន ំ ? 28 

The List of 464 Urns Uncovered at Wat Langka
Prepared by Chan "Prathna” Pronh, Sa Fatily, and 

Sopheak Pheana

10 7119 Srey Mum  រសី មំុ ? ? ?   

11 7168 (San?) Pang (សាន?) ា៉ង្ ? ? ២៥/០១/១៩៨១ 33 

12 7175 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?  

13 7187 Yeay Phon យាយ ផុន រសី  ? ២៤/០៧/១៩៩៣ 33 

14 7208 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

15 
7210 Kong Nam and Dy (Child) លង់្ ណំ និង្ ឌី (កូន) របុស ៧៤ ឆ្ន ំ ២៦/០៥/១៩៨៥ 35 

7215 Kong Den លង់្ ដដ្ន ? ? ៣០/០៦/១៩៨៥ 35 

16 7218 Ros sarie(n) រស់ សាឃរៀ(ន) ? ? ? 35 

17 7239 Toeun Chhan ឃទ្ឿន ឆន ? ២៩ ឆ្ន ំ ១២/០៧/១៩៨៦ 35 

18 7242 Yeay Sar Phing យាយ សរ ផីង្ រសី  ? ? 34 

19 7271 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   
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20 7275 Chea Youly ជា យូលី ? ៥៦ ឆ្ន ំ ០១/១០/១៩៨០ 35 

21 7279 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

22 7283 Sarinh សារទ្យញ ? ? ? 37 

23 7293 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 36 

24 7288 Nget Riem ដង៉្ត ឃរៀម ? ? ? 36 

25 7294 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ៦៣ ឆ្ន ំ ? 36 

26 7333 Nornn Ken នន់ ដកន ? ? ១៩៧៤ 39 

27 7344 Khek Saut ដំក សូរត ? ៤៤ ឆ្ន ំ រ.ស. ២៥៥២ 39 

28 7346 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 39 

29 7352 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 39 
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30 7360 Thach Sen alias Song ថ្នច់ សិន ឃៅ សុង្ ? ៣១ ឆ្ន ំ ១៩៧៣? ១៩៩៣? 39 

31 7367 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 40 

32 7370 Mu Sao មុ ឃៅ របុស ? ? 40 

33 7387 Yeay Leng យាយ ឃេង្ រសី  ? ១៩៨៤ 42 

34 7392 

Sau Sophal (Male child) កុមារា សូ សុផល របុស ? ? 

43 Yeay Sok Sen យាយ សុំ សិន រសី  ? ? 

Neang Sam Savoeun ន្ថង្ សំ សាឃវឿន រសី  ? ? 

35 7395 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 43 

36 7401 Youralu? យូរ៊ាលុ? ? ៣៩ ឆ្ន ំ ០៦/១០/១៩៩១ 43 

37 7404 
Yeay Yem យាយ ដយម រសី  ? ១៩៧៥ 

43 
Ta? តា? របុស ? ? 

38 7446 Bun Sambon ប ុន សំបុណយ ? ២៥ ឆ្ន ំ ២៧/១១/១៩៨៨ 
 

39 7450 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 44 
  

40 7476 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 44 

41 7484 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

42 7489 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

43 7517 Such Sok ស ុច សុំ ? ? ? 45 

44 7521 Chou Bun ជូ ប ុន រសី  ? ? 45 

45 7525 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 46 

46 7529 Chea Chin ជា ជីន រសី  ៦២ ឆ្ន ំ រ.ស. ២៥៥២ 45 

47 6795 Ou On អ ូ អុន ? ៥៦ ឆ្ន ំ ០២/០៩/១៩៨៦ 46,22 

48 7534 Am Us អំ ឧស ? ? ? 49 

49 7538 Iem Sy (Oeun) ឃអៀម សុី (ឃអឿន) ? ? ? 49 

  

50 7542 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

51 7549 Yong En យុ៉ង្ អិន ? ? ? 49 

52 7552 Ben Sam ដបន សំ របុស ? ១៣/១០/១៩៨៣   

53 7554 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 49 

54 7556 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

55 7558 Ay Lok ថ្អ េុក របុស ៤២ ឆ្ន ំ ២៥/៨/១៩៨៤ 49 

56 7562 Prum Sopheap ររំ សុភាប ? ? ? 50 

57 7572 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 50 

58 7579 Nguyen Yong Nhis ឃង្ាៀង្ យាងំ្ញីស ? ? ២៤/?/១៩៨៣ 53 

59 7585 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

  

60 7586 Soch Marem សុច មាដរម ? ? ០៥/០៨/១៩៩០ 50 

61 7590 Mak Touch ម៉ក់ ទ្ូច រសី  ៨៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២២/?/១៩៩១ 55 

62 7591 Em Sodavy ដអម សុោវី ? ? ? 55 

63 7593 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 55 

64 7594 Dau? Khea ដូ្? ឃា ? ? ០៨/០១/១៩៨៣   

65 7621 Prasethi Angdara របសិទ្ធិ អង្គោរ៊ា ? ? ? 55 

66 7625 Chies Daok ឃជៀស ឃោក ? ? ១៩៧៨ 
 

67 7630 Lao Saroth ឃោ សារដ្ឋ ? ? ? 
 

68 7632 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

69 7633 Sau Libviset សូ លិបវទ្យសិត ? ? ? 55 
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70 7637 Meou Saruon ឃៅ សារួន ? ? ?   

71 7641 Yorp Say Sreng យប សយ ឃរសង្ ? ? ?   

72 7645 Sun Chetana ស ុន ឃចតន្ថ ? ? ០៥/០៧/១៩៨៥ 56 

73 7646 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

74 7650 Duong Sun ឌួង្ ស ុន ? ? ១៩/៧/១៩៨៩ 56 

75 7671 Soeung Sotheavy ឃសឿង្ សុធាវី ? ? ? 56 

76 7680 Khiev Sambath ឃំៀវ សមបតតិ ? ? ? 59 

77 7721 Oeun (Lenh Choem's child) ឃអឿន (ជាកូនរបស់ឃលញ ចកម) រសី  ? ? 60 

78 7683 Chhit Savit ឈិត សាវទ្យត ? ៣០ ឆ្ន ំ ១២/១០/១៩៨៧ 59 

79 7692 Keo Chem ដកវ ដចម ? ? ? 60 

  

80 7693 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

81 7701 Prak Phanna រាក់ ផាន់ណា ? ? រ.ស. ២៥៥-? 60 

82 7705 Chheng Many ឃឆង្ ម៉ានី ? ? ១៧/៥/១៩៨៩ 60 

83 7709 Kea Channyeun គា ចាន់យឺន ? ? ? 60 

84 7710 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 60 

85 7729 Iv Lay អុីវ ោយ រសី  ៨៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២៦/១២/១៩៨៧ 64 

86 7731 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 64 

87 7732 Ven Rim ដវន រតម ? ២៣ ឆ្ន ំ ? 64 

88 7737 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

89 7740 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 64 

  

90 7741 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

91 7751 Bin Dam ប ៊ិន ោំ ? ? ២៧/០៣/១៩៨៥   

92 7750 Pheng Sokhan ឃេង្ សុំន ? ? ១៥/០៦/១៩៩០ 67 

93 7774 Yorn យន រសី  ៦៦ ឆ្ន ំ ១៧/១២/១៩៨៩ 71 

94 7784 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 71 

95 7788 Khiev Nop ឃំៀវ ណបុ ? ? ? 72 

96 7765 Om Sokly អុំ សុំលី ? ១០ ឆ្ន ំ ? 68 

97 7769 Keo Seu ដកវ សឺ ? ៥០ ឆ្ន ំ ១១/០៣/១៩៨៨ 68, 75 

98 7797 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 72 

99 7779 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 71 

  

100 7801 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 72 

101 7791 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 75 

102 7794 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 75 

103 7754 Prum Thuok ររំុ ធួក រសី  ? ? 67 

104 7757 Khann Phirun ខាន់ ភី្រុណ របុស ? ? 67 

105 7763 

Yors Khiev យស ឃំៀវ រសី  ? ? 

68 
Svay Ut សាា យ អ ុត របុស ? ? 

Kong Keorin (Father) កុង្ ដកវរទ្យន (ឪរុក) របុស ? ? 

Keo Ngouv ដកវ ងូ្វ រសី  ? ? 

106 7850 Suon Yem (Yauv) សួន ដយ៉ម (យូ៉វ) ? ? ១១/០៦/១៩៩០ 77 

107 7851 Duch Sreypeou ឌុច រសីឃៅ ? ? ? 77 

108 7852 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 77 

109 7854 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 77 
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110 7856 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 77 

111 7858 Neary Khun-aun ន្ថរី  ុនអូន រសី  ២០ ឆ្ន ំ ២៩/៥/១៩៨៩ 78 

112 7860 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 78 

113 7862 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 78 

114 7864 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 78 

115 9147 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

116 7873 Sok Cheat សុំ ជាតិ ? ? ? 78 

117 7875 Moul Pamony alias Touch មូល ា៉មុនី ឃៅ ទ្ូច ? ? ២៩/១១/១៩៨៨ 81 

118 7876 Meany Chauv មានី ចូវ រសី  ? ២១/០១/១៩៩២ 81 

119 7877 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 81 

  

120 7878 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 81 

121 7880 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 81 

122 7884 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?  82 

123 7886 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 82 

124 7887 Sa Sokkun ស សុំលុណ រសី  ? ១៩៨៥ 82 

125 7888 Bal Samorn ាល់ សាមន រសី  ? ? 82 

126 7890 Kranh Simean រោញ់ សុីមាន ? ? ១៥/១២/១៩៩១ 85 

127 7893 Sapon Thida សាប៉ុន ធីតា ? ? ? 82 

128 7934 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 85 

129 7923 Moeung Pisey ឃមឿង្ រិសី ? ? ? 85 

  

130 7944 Chann Kimly ចាន់ លកមលី ? ? ? 85 

131 7953 Tuy Vannthan ទ្ុយ វ៊ន់ងន ? ? ? 
 

132 7950 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 86 

133 7951 Ieng Muy-E ឃអៀង្ មុយអិ រសី  ៤៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២២/១២/១៩៨៩ 86 

134 7954 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 86 

135 7958 Sok Chanphearom សុំ ច័នទភារមយ ? ? ១៨/០៩/១៩៩២ 89 

136 7956 Norng Siek នង្ ឃសៀក ? ? ? 86 

137 7962 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 89 

138 7966 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 89 

139 7969 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 89 

  

140 7987 Sam Channsinat សំ ចាន់សុីណាត ? ២៣ ឆ្ន ំ ១៣/០៦/១៩៨៩ 90 

141 7993 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 93 

142 7995 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 90 

143 7998 Ba Vanntha ប វ៊ន់ថ្ន ? ? ? 93 

144 8004 Mam Te(m) ម៉ម ដត(ម) របុស ? ០៤/១០/១៩៨២ 93 

145 8002 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 93 

146 8006 Ra Yeng រ៊ា ឃយ៉ង្ ? ? ?  93 

147 8010 Kim Ry លកម រី រសី  ? ១៧/០៧/១៩៩២ 95 

148 8011 Mao Rann ឃៅ៉ រ៊ាន់ ? ? ? 96 

149 8015 Nguyen Thi Ngoc ឃង្ាៀង្ ធីងុ៉្ក ? ? ? 96 
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150 8027 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 96 

151 8024 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 99 

152 8023 Say Khon សាយ ំុន រសី  ? ? 96 

153 8045 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 99 

154 8047 Kreng Siek ឃរកង្ ឃសៀក ? ? ? 99 

155 8051 But Samrong ប ុត សំរ៊ុង្ ? ? ? 99 

156 8052 Unreadable ឃមើលមិនចបស់ ? ? ? 99 

157 8054 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 109 

158 8058 Chheav Sophat ្វ សុផាត ? ? ? 102 

159 8060 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 102 

  

160 8063 Prak Kan រាក់ កន ? ? ១៣/០៧/១៩៨២ 102 

161 8066 Chheang Leng ្ង្ ឃេង្ របុស ? ១១/០៧/១៩៨៩ 102 

162 8067 Kong Lan លង់្ េន ? ? ? 102 

163 8071 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

164 8072 ? Sem ? ដស ម ? ? ២១/១០/១៩៨-?   

165 8075 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

166 8081 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

167 8082 Te Sarin (Female child) កុមារី តិ សារីន រសី  ? ០៨/១០/១៩៨៧   

168 8085 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

169 8088 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

  

170 8090 Lornn? លន់? ? ? ១០/០៩/១៩៩២   

171 8094 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 106 

172 8097 Hang Kal េង្ស កល របុស ? ?   

173 8099 Im Reaksmey អុីម រសម ី ? ? ?   

174 8104 Nou Sambath (Male child) កុមារា នូ សមបតតិ ? ? ?   

175 8107 York Lam យក់ ោមំ រសី  ? ១៦/០១/១៩៨៤   

176 8110 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

177 8111 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

178 8113 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

179 8131 Ing Luong អុកង្ លួង្ របុស ៥៨ ឆ្ន ំ ១១/០១/១៩៨៩   

  

180 8132 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

181 8139 Pech Bandet ឃរជជ បណឌ ិត ? ? ? 115 

182 8142 Yeay Yin Cheu យាយ យិន ជឺ ? ? ? 116 

183 8145 Bun Ly ប ុន លី រសី  ? ១០/០២/១៩៨៦ 115 

184 8149 Hin Sophan េុិន សុផាន ? ? ? 115 

185 8153 Sok Penh សុំ ឃរញ របុស ៥៨ ឆ្ន ំ ? 115 

186 8156 Kal Thay កល់ ថ្ង ? ? ១១/០១/១៩៨៤ 115 

187 8159 Lang ោង្ រសី  ៧១ ឆ្ន ំ ០៨/០៩/១៩៩២ 119 

188 8156 Matt Ken ម៉ាត់ ឃកន រសី  ? ? 116 

189 8162 Del Sitha ដដ្ល សុីថ្ន ? ? ? 119 
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190 8186 Ta Sruy តា រស ុយ របុស ៦៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២៦/១១/១៩៨៨ 120 

191 8189 Makk Sot ម៉ក់ សុទ្ ? ? ២០/០៥/១៩៨៧ 120 

192 8191 Nguon Nakry ងួ្ន ណារលី ? ? ០៤/០២/១៩៨៦ 120 

193 8193 Pech Pheavin ឃររជ ភាវីន ? ? ? 120 

194 8197 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 120 

195 8201 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 123 

196 8203 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 123 

197 8206 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 123 

198 8208 Sy Hao សុី ឃហ្វ ? ៣២ ឆ្ន ំ ? 124 

199 8211 Phok Channara ឃភាល ចនទណារ៊ា ? ? ? 124 

  

200 8212 Duong Kinoeun ឌួង្ លិឃនឿន ? ? ០៥/០៣/១៩៩៤ 124 

201 8216 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

202 8220 Me Aoyim ដម៉ ឃអាយិម ? ? ? 124 

203 8223 Mao Loeng ឃៅ៉ េកង្ របុស ? ? 129 

204 8226 Bach Peikork ាច បីុលក ? ? ? 129 

205 8227 Vann Van វ៊ន់ វ៊ន ? ៥៣ ឆ្ន ំ ១៦/១១/១៩៨៧ 129 

206 8229 Khiev Vey ឃំៀវ ថ្វ ? ? ? 129 

207 8232 Sun Sophay ស ុន សុថ្ផ ? ? ? 130 

208 8231 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 129 

209 8233 Yean Choa យាន ជ័ (源涿) ? ? ? 130 

  

210 8236 Sau Ram សូ រំុា ? ? ? 130 

211 8239 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 130 

212 8240 Sang Pha សាងំ្ ផា រសី  ? ១០/០៩/១៩៨៩ 130 

213 8243 Nouv Saupren នូវ សូដរបន ? ? ? 133 

214 8245 Lach Boeun ោច ឃបឿន របុស ? ០៤/១២/១៩៨៩ 133 

215 8246 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 133 

216 8248 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

217 8249 
Has name yet could not 

be readable 
មានឃ ម្ ះដតោច់ាត់អស់ឃេើយ ? ? ? 

 

218 8250 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 135 

219 8253 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 139 

220 8254 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 133 

221 8261 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 
 

222 8262 Thorn Phally ធន ផលលី ? ២១ ឆ្ន ំ ? 136 

223 8264 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?/០៣/១៩៨៩ 136 

224 8266 Lork? ឃោក? របុស ? ? 136 

225 8267 Hing Neng េុីង្ ឃណង្ ? ? ? 137 

226 8269 Chhok Sim ឆុក សុីម រសី  ? ? 139 

227 8274 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 139 

228 8276 Meak Pet មាក ឃរទ្យ របុស ១២ ឆ្ន ំ ? 139 

229 8278 Leng Sokha ឃេង្ សុខា ? ? 0២/០៤/១៩៩៤ 142 
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230 8281 
Uy Phachoeng អ ុយ ផចកង្ របុស ? ? 

142 
Net Kim-uk ឃនត លកមអ ុក រសី  ? ? 

231 8285 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 142 

232 8283 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 142 

233 8289 Leng Samphiech ឃេង្ សំឃភ្ៀច ? ? ? 142 

234 8291 Nen Tet ដណន ឃតត ? ? ? 145 

235 8293 But Chann ប ុត ចាន់ ? ? 0៥/0២/១៩៩១ 145 

236 8297 Men Savuth alias Chheak ដម៉ន សាវុធ ឃៅ ្ក ? ? ? 145 

237 8300 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 146 

238 8303 Your Heng យូរ ឃេង្ ? ? ០៤/០៥/១៩៨២ 146 

239 8308 Soch Choeun សុច ឃចឿន ? ? ? 146 

240 8313 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 146 

241 8315 Ror? រ? ? ? ? 146 

242 8318 Mom Channly (Female child) កុមារី មុ៉ម ចាន់លី រសី  ? ២៣/០៩/១៩៨៧ 149 

243 8321 
Has name yet could not 

be readable 
មានឃ ម្ ះដតឃមើលមិនចបស់ ? ? ? 149 

244 8322 Heng Phanna alias Iv Ny ឃេង្ ផាន់ណា ឃៅ អុិវ នី របុស ? ០៩/០៧/១៩៨៤ 149 

245 8323 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 149 

246 8324 Roat Bunchhan រ័តន ប ុនឆ្ន ? ? ? 149 

247 8325 Khiev Pros ឃំៀវ របុស របុស ? ? 150 

248 8326 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 150 

249 8328 Yung Yang Sieng យុង្ យាងំ្ឃសៀង្ ? ៣៥ ឆ្ន ំ ២៨/០៩/១៩៨៩ 150 

250 8331 Chhaom Long ឃឆ្ម េុង្ ? ? ១២/០៧/១៩៩១ 150 

251 8336 Huy Khann េ ុយ ខាន់ ? ? ២៤/០៨/១៩៨២ 150 

252 8338 Tiep Chaokivinh ឃទ្ៀប ឃៅលិវីង្ ? ? ? 153 

253 8394 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 153 

254 8396 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 153 

255 8401 An Seng (at Kampong Thma) អាន ឃសង្ (ឃៅកំរង់្ងម) ? ? ២៥/០១/១៩៨៧ 153 

256 8402 Sek Sokha ឃសក សុខា ? ? ១៤/០៥/១៩៩៦ 153 

257 8405 Saur Limkenra សូរ លកមឃកនរ៊ា ? ? ? 154 

258 8406 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 154 

259 8412 Nao Nuon ឃៅ នួន ? ? ? 154 

  

260 8415 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 154 

261 8420 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 151 

262 8421 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 154 

263 8424 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 159 

264 8433 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 157 

265 8434 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 159 

266 8437 Tang Limchheng តាងំ្ លកមឃឆង្ ? ? ? 159 

267 8438 Kim San លកម សាន ? ? ? 159 

268 8440 Prak Savan រាក់ សាវ៊ន ? ? ២៥/០៨/១៩៨១ 159 

269 8445 Chao Sam ឃៅ សា ំ ? ? ០៨/០២/១៩៨៥ 160 
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270 8446 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 160 

271 8449 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 160 

272 8450 Chhin Pevseu ឈិន ដប៉វសឺ (陈表世) ? ? ? 160 

273 8454 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 160 

274 8456 Peou Chanthy ឃៅ ចានធី ? ២៧ ឆ្ន ំ ១២/១២/១៩៩២ 163 

275 8457 Kann Channeary ោន់ ចានន់្ថរី ? ៣៥ ឆ្ន ំ ២០/០៣/១៩៩២ 163 

276 8461 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 163 

277 8463 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 163 

278 8466 Saom Yoeun (Female child) ឃសាម ឃយឿន (កុមារី) រសី  ? ? 165 

279 8468 Unknown (Female child) មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ (កុមារី) រសី  ? ? 171 

  

280 8471 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 177 

281 8478 Da Ran ោ រ៊ន ? ? ? 163 

282 8482 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 166 

283 8563 Khou Hong?  ូ េុង្? ? ? ២៤/០៧/១៩៨២ 175 

284 8488 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 166 

285 8489 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 178 

286 8491 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 166 

287 8493 Miech Ros ឃមៀច រស់ រសី  ៩៥ ឆ្ន ំ ០១/០៧/១៩៨៨ 166 

288 8481 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 166 

289 849៨ Him Thann េុកម ថ្នន ់ ? ? ? 169 

  

290 8501 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 178 

291 8507 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 169 

292 8508 Sao Heng ឃៅ ឃេង្ ? ? ២០/០៧/១៩៨៣ 169 

293 8510 Nit Savoeun និត សាឃវឿន របុស ២៨ ឆ្ន ំ ០៨/០១/១៩៩១ 169 

294 8517 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 179 

295 8519 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 179 

296 8524 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 169 

297 8525 Lao Sokprachea ឃោ សុំរបជា ? ? ១៣/០៨/១៩៨៧ 172 

298 8527 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 180 

299 8529 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 172 

  

300 8531 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 172 

301 8534 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 172 

302 8536 Seng Ting (Father) ឃសង្ ទ្កង្ (ឃោកឪរុក) របុស ? ?/០៥/១៩៨១ 175 

303 8538 Bun Soklay ប ុន សុំោយ រសី  ? ២០/១០/១៩៨៤   

304 8541 Im Phin អុកម ភិ្ន ? ២៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២២/០២/១៩៩០ 172 

305 8547 Unknown (have photo) មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ (មានរូបងត) ? ? ?   

306 8548 Choung Song ជូង្ សុង្ ? ? ? 180 

307 8553 Chhay Leng ថ្ឆ ឃេង្ ? ? ? 175 

308 8555 Nhen Tara ឃញ៉ន តារា ? ? ១០/១២/១៩៨៤ 175 

309 8557 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 181 
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310 8560 Nhanh Sarik ញ៉ញ សារតក ? ៤២ ឆ្ន ំ ? 175 

311 8573 Kim Chhaya លកម ឆ្យា របុស ? ០៤/១២/១៩៨៩ 105 

312 8575 Khiev Mit ឃំៀវ មិត ? ៤៥ ឆ្ន ំ ០២/០៦/១៩៩២ 105 

313 8576 Sok Chhann សុំ ឆ្ន់ ? ៥១ ឆ្ន ំ ១៦/០៧/១៩៨៨ 105 

314 8579 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 105 

315 8582 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 105 

316 8617 Ta Kao តា ឃៅ របុស ? ២៣/០១/១៩៩០ 182 

317 8585 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ៤៣ ឆ្ន ំ ២៩/១១/១៩៩០ 106 

318 8586 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 106 

319 8591 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 106 

  

320 8590 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 106 

321 8596 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 111 

322 8597 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 111 

323 8600 Saot Sinat ឃសាត សុីណាត ? ? ? 111 

324 8602 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 111 

325 8604 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 111 

326 8606 Mao Un ឃៅ៉ អ ុន ? ? ១៩៧៤ 112 

327 8608 Uong Ponlork អ ួង្ រនលក ? ? ១៩៩៣ 112 

328 8609 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 112 

329 8612 Lim Puch លកម រុជ រសី  ? ? 112 

  

330 8614 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 112 

331 8615 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 182 

332 8620 Chea Savorn ជា សាវន ? ៤៤ ឆ្ន ំ ១៦/០២/១៩៨៨ 182 

333 862៥ Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 182 

334 8629 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 182 

335 8630 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 185 

336 8633 Phok Kim ផុក លិម ? ? ? 185 

337 8635 Photo មានរូបងត រសី  ? ? 185 

338 8638 Pech ឃរជន៍ ? ? ? 185 

339 8639 Hao Seat ឃហ្វ សា ត ? ? ១៩៨៧ 185 

  

340 8642 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 186 

341 8644 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 186 

342 8647 Thaong Kimpros ឃថ្នង្ លកមរបុស ? ? ១៩៩៣ 186 

343 8649 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 186 

344 8653 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 189 

345 8654 San Yan សាន យ៉ន ? ? ១៩៨៨ 186 

346 8657 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 191 

347 8659 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 192 

348 8661 Moeun Samon ឃមឿន សាម៉ុន ? ? ០៦/១១/១៩៧២ 191 

349 8662 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 191 
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350 8663 Hang Soul េង្ស ស ូល ? ? ៣១/១០/១៩៨៨ 191 

351 8665 Keo It ដកវ អុិត ? ? ១៩៨៣ 191 

352 8676 Se Leang ដស ោង្ រសី  ? ០២/០៩/១៩៩៣ 192 

353 8678 Sok Seng សុំ ឃសង្ ? ? ១៩៨៧ 192 

354 8682 

Theavy ធាវី ? ? ? 

195 Chaota ឃចាតា ? ? ? 

Teng ឃតង្ ? ? ? 

355 8685 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 195 

356 8686 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 195 

357 8690 Hang Mum (Prey Veng) ហ្វង្ មំុ (ថ្ររដវង្) ? ? ? 196 

358 8692 Chan Ny ច័នទ នី ? ? ? 196 

359 8694 Sun Sochey ស ុន សុចី ? ? ? 199 

  

360 8702 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 196 

361 8705 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 196 

362 8707 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 200 

363 8708 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 200 

364 8710 Sakk សាក់ ? ? ? 201 

365 8712 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 201 

366 8718 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 202 

367 8721 Hong Sereirithy alias Phau េុង្ ឃសរីឬទ្ធី ឃៅ ផូ ? ? ១៩៨២ 205 

368 8722 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 205 

369 8723 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 202 

  

370 8727 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

371 8729 Chhang Mum ឆ្ង្ មំុ ? ? ? 203 

372 8732 Cheng Than ឃចង្ ងន ? ? ១៩៩០ 205 

373 8740 
Huot េួត របុស ? ? 

205 
Vann Van វ៊ន់ វ៊ន រសី  ? ? 

374 8755 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 205 

375 8762 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 206 

376 8765 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

377 8772 Yem Ching ដយ៉ម ជកង្ ? ? ? 206 

378 8774 Vong Mao វង្ស ឃៅ៉ ? ? ? 206 

379 8785 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 206 

380 8779 Sim Sary សុកម សារ ី រសី  ? ១៩៩២ 206 

381 8789 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 209 

382 8790 
Im Chhun អុកម ឈុន ? ?   

209 
Im Khun អុកម  ុន ? ? ? 

383 8792 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 209 

384 8795 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 209 

385 8800 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 209 

386 8802 Phuon Lin ភួ្ន លិន ? ? ៣១/?/១៩៨៤ 210 

387 8806 Minh Simuon មិញ សុីមួន រសី  ៦១ ឆ្ន ំ ២៦/០១/១៩៨៨ 210 

388 8808 Chim Moeun ជកម ឃមឿន ? ? ? 210 

389 8811 Tang Kich តាងំ្ លិច ? ៥០ ឆ្ន ំ ២៩/០៨/១៩៨៧ 210 
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390 8809 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 210 

391 8814 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 213 

392 8838 Chheng Sinan (has photo) ឃឆង្ សុីណន (មានរូបងត) រសី  ? ១៧/០៨/១៩៨៧ 213 

393 8846 Tuon Vuthy ទ្ួន វុឌឍី ? ? ០២/០៨/១៩៨៣ 216 

394 8848 Cheach? Sech ជាច? ឃសជ ? ? ? 216 

395 8852 Ngoeu Haiheng ឃៅ ថ្េឃេង្ ? ? ?  219 

396 8854 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 219 

397 8857 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 219 

398 8860 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 219 

399 8863 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 219 

  

400 8864 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 220 

401 8871 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 220 

402 8874 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 220 

403 8878 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 220 

404 8884 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 223 

405 8888 Prum Viseth ររំុ វទ្យសិទ្ធ ? ? ? 223 

406 8889 Kris Ouch រលីស អ ូច ? ? ? 223 

407 8893 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 223 

408 8898 Sun Saran ស ុន សារ៊ន ? ? ? 209 

409 8900 Men Sinavuth alias Sruoch ដម៉ន សុីណាវុធ ឃៅ រសួច ? ២០ ឆ្ន ំ ១៣/០៣/១៩៨៨ 224 

  

410 8903 Thie? ឃធៀ? ? ៣៧ ឆ្ន ំ ១៣/០៣/១៩៨៩ 224 

411 8913 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 227 

412 8919 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 224 

413 8921 Seng Sen ឃសង្ ឃសន ? ១៤ ដំ 
 

224 

414 8923 Thlork Paulida ធលក បូ៉លីោ ? ? ? 227 

415 8941 Keo Un ដកវ អ ុន ? ? ៣០/១០/១៩៨៤ 230 

416 8947 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 230 

417 8953 Svay Sao សាា យ ឃៅ ? ? ១៦/០៨/១៩៨៨ 230 

418 8958 
Kang Vanny កង្ វ៊ននី រសី ? ០៦/០៩/១៩៨៣ 

233 
Nhik Neang ញកក ន្ថង្ ? ? ? 

419 8961 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 233 

420 8965 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 233 

421 8968 Pen Sinat ដប៉ន សុីណាត ? ? ? 233 

422 8971 Ly Choung លី ជូង្ ? ? ? 234 

423 8984 Ngauv Huoy ងូ៉្វ េ ួយ រសី ? ? 234 

424 8989 Kim Rithyvuth លកម ឬទ្ធីវុធ របុស ៣ ឆ្ន ំ ១០/០៥/១៩៨៩ 236 

425 8997 Chann Dimang ចាន់ ឌិម៉ង់្ រសី ៦ ឆ្ន ំ ១០/១០/១៩៨៨ 236 

426 9001 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 237 

427 9016 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 239 

428 9020 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 239 

429 9022 Yim Sarem យកម សាឃរ៊ម ? ? ? 239 
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430 9026 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 240 

431 9027 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 240 

432 9029 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 240 

433 9041 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 244 

434 9044 In Phally alias Am ឥន ផលលី ឃៅ អំា រសី ៣៧ ឆ្ន ំ ២៨/០៥/១៩៩៣ 244 

435 9050 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 244 

436 9051 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 249 

437 9055 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 249 

438 9046 Pen Mut ដប៉ន មុត ? ? ? 244 

439 9060 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 250 

  

440 9057 Om May អុំ ម័យ ? ? ? 249 

441 9064 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 253 

442 9069 Vannada វណាា ោ ? ? ០៦/០២/១៩៨១ 249 

443 9073 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 250 

444 9076 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 250 

445 9078 Om Nguon alias Khliang អុម ងួ្ន ឃៅ ឃាល ងំ្ ? ? ? 251 

446 9082 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 253 

447 9085 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 253 

448 9088 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 254 

449 9090 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 254 

  

LEFT: Net Sopharin, Sim Sambath, Ho Thona, Huy Samphors RIGHT: Yi Pheaktra, Ry Lakana, Dot Rithy
For more information about Wat Langka and The Urns, please contact: 
Venerable Phan Chan Dara (kru sot sdam), Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia 
c: +855 12 949 852 | +855 16 949 852 e: chandaraphan@yahoo.com

450 9093 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 254 

451 9096 Kim Ngon លកម ងុ៉្ន របុស ? ? 254 

452 9099 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ?   

453 9103 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 254 

454 9104 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 257 

455 9112 
Um Chann 

(No 1532, Ressey Keo Village) 

អ ុ៊ុំ ចាន់ 

(ផទះឃលំ ១៥៣២, ភូ្មិឬសសី

ដកវ) 

របុស ? ? 257 

456 9116 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 257 

457 9120 Kap Davy កប ោវី រសី ២៤ ឆ្ន ំ ១៥/០៣/១៩៨៨ 258 

458 9123 Phatt Tauch ផាត់ តូច របុស ៦០ ឆ្ន ំ ២៩/០៦/១៩៨៨ 261 

459 9125 Sok Sathara សុំ សតាន រ៊ា រសី ? ១៩៩០ 258 

  

460 9127 Ing Sokha អុកង្ សុខា ? ៣១ ឆ្ន ំ ? 258 

461 9130 Taem Yy ឃតើម យី ? ៥១ ឆ្ន ំ ? 261 

462 9136 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 261 

463 9138 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 261 

464 9140 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 263 

465 7451 Unknown មិនដ្កង្ឃ ម្ ះ ? ? ? 44 
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“េកើតមយួជតិ ធតុមយួចន” 
 
ពកយមយួឃ្ល ខងេលើបនេលើកេឡើងអំពីអតថនយ័ ៃនធតុរបស់មនុស�ែដលបន�្ល ប ់ េនកនុងទំេនៀម 
ទម្ល ប ់និង្របៃពណីែខមរ។ ពកយខងេលើកប៏នេលើកេឡើងអំពីតនួទីសំខនរ់បស់ពិធីបណុយសព�មែបប 
្រពះពុទធ�សន ែដលេរៀប�បអ់ំពីដេំណើ រៃនករ�្ល ប ់ និងករចបក់ំេណើ តេឡើងវញិ។ អតថនយ័ៃនករ 
�្ល ប ់និងករចបក់ំេណើ តេឡើងវញិមនិែមន�្រស័យេទនឹងធតុែដលេនេសសសល់ប៉ុេ�្ណ ះេទ ប៉ុែន្តក ៏
�្រស័យេទនឹងទីកែន្លងែដលធតុេនះ្រតូវបនតមកល់។ វតថុែដលធតុទងំេនះ្រតូវបនតមកល់ េ�ថ 
“េកដ្ឋ”។ 
 េកដ្ឋ្រតូវបនេ្របើស្រមប�់កធ់តុែដលបនបជូរចួ។ េកដ្ឋ ្រតូវបនរចនេឡើងអំពីកុ�ល
ភជន ៍ ឬេ�ហធតុ េ�យមនកំពូល្រសួច្របដូចេទនឹងភន ំ ឬទីខពស់បផុំត ែដលតំ�ង�យករេធ្វើ 
ដំេណើ រចកេចញពីភពែផនដីេទកនប់រេ�ក។ កំពូល្រសួចេនេលើេកដ្ឋកប៏នបញជ កអ់ំពីដំេណើ រេឆព ះ 
េទរកករចបជ់តិេឡើងវញិរបស់្រពលឹងអនក�្ល ប។់ េកដ្ឋជនិមតិ្តរូបៃនករ�្ល ប។់ មនិែមនមនែតេន 
្របេទសកមពុជប៉ុេ�្ណ ះេទែដលមនេ្របើ្របស់េកដ្ឋស្រមបត់មកល់ធតុ ឬមនិែមនេទើបែតមនេ្របើេន 
កនុងេពលបចចុបបននេនះែដរ។ េកដ្ឋ្រតូវបនមនុស�េ្របើ្របស់�ងំពីយូរលង�់ស់មកេហើយ េពលគឺ 
�ងំពី�រយធមរ៌បស់មនុស�ជតិ។ 
 េនកនុង�រយធមរ៌បស់មនុស�ជតិ េកដ្ឋ្រតូវបនេ្របើស្រមប�់ក�់កសព។ េនយុគសមយ័ 
េដើម ករេ្របើ្របស់េកដ្ឋមនជបទ់នំកទ់ំនងេទនឹង្របៃពណីកបព់ង ឬ្រកឡសពរបស់្របជជតិជ 
េ្រចើនកនុងតំបន�់សីុ។ េនកនុងករអនុវត្តន ៍ មនុស��ក�់កសពែដលេទើបនឹង�្ល បថ់មី ឬ�កសព 
ែដលបនកបរ់ចួម្ដងេហើយគស់មកវញិេនសល់ែតឆ្អឹងេទកនុង្រកឡមុននឹងបញចុ ះ។ េន្របេទស��្ឌ  
្របជជនរស់េនតំបន្់រជលងភនឌំីកន និង�ព ី បនកបឆ់្អឹងរបស់�កសពេទកនុងេកដ្ឋេ�យមន 
គ្រមបបិទជតិរចួ�កប់្រញច សេទកនុងដី។ េបើេ�ងេទ�មភស្តុ�ងែផនកបុ�ណវទិយបនបង្ហ ញថ 
្របជជនេនតំបន�់សីុ�េគនយប៍នេ្របើ្របស់្រកឡស្រមបក់ប�់កសព �ងំពីចុងយុគសមយ័ថមរលីំង 
មកេម្លះ៉ ្របែហលជ១ពនឆ់ន មំុន្រគសិ្តសក�ជ។ េន្របេទសៃថ េគសេងកតេឃើញមនអនុវត្តករកប ់
�កសពេនកនុង្រកឡ�ងំពីចុងសមយ័បុេរ្របវត្តិ រហូតដល់សតវត�រទ៍ី១១។ េ�ង�មភស្តុ�ងែផនក 
បុ�ណវទិយ េគសេងកតេឃើញមនករអនុវត្តនែ៍បបេនះេនភគ��ន្របេទសៃថ។ ចំែណកឯេន 
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្របេទសកមពុជវញិ ករអនុវត្តន្៍រសេដៀងគន េនះសេងកតេឃើញមនេនតំបនប់ុ�ណវទិយែកបរជួរភន្ំរក�ញ 
ែដលបនរកេឃើញអំពីករេ្របើ្របស់្រកឡេធ្វើអំពីកុ�លភជន ៍ េដើមបែីថរក�ឆ្អឹងរបស់អនក�្ល ប។់ ករ 
្របតិបត្តិែបបេនះ្រតូវបនេគយល់េឃើញថជវបបធមរ៌បស់ជនជតិភគតិចតំបនខ់ពង�់ប ែដលរស់េន 
តំបន�់លទនំប និងតបំនេ់កះៃនតំបន�់សីុ�េគនយ។៍ 
 េយង�មកំណតេ់ហតុ្របវត្តិ��ស្ត ករ្របណិបត័ន្៍របៃពណីែបបេនះេនតំបន�់លទំនបៃន 
្របេទសកមពុជ្រតូវបនរកេឃើញេនកនុងករសិក�អំពីសមយ័មុនអងគរ នងិេ្រកយអងគរ។ េនកនុងករ 
សិក�របស់ Paul Pelliot អំពីពង�វ�រចិនេនសមយ័ហ្វូណនពីសតវត�រទ៍ី១ ដល់សតវត�រទ៍ី៧ៃន 
្រគិស្តសក�ជ បនរកេឃើញថមនពិធីបនួយ៉ង្រតូវបនេ្របើ្របស់េនកនុងពិធីបុណយសព ដូចជ ករេបះ 
�កសពេទកនុងទឹកទេន្ល ករបូជ�កសព ករបញចុ ះ�កសព និងករទុក�កសពេចលេនកនុង
ៃ្រពេដើមបបីូជដល់សត្វៃ្រព។ ចំែណកឯេនតំបនភ់គខងតបូងទេន្លេមគងគវញិ ភស្តុ�ងមយួចំនួនបន
បង្ហ ញអំពកីរបូជ�កសពេនកនុង្របៃពណីរបស់្របជជនេនអតីតតបំនអ់ូរែកវ ែដលបនអនុវត្ត�ងំ 
ពីសតវត�រទ៍៣ី ដល់សតវត�រទ៍ី៦មកេម្លះ៉។ អតថបទរបស់អងគទូតចិនេឈម ះ ជីវ �ក្វ ន ់ ែដលបនេធ្វើ 
ដំេណើ រមកដល់អងគរ េនចេន្ល ះសតវត�រទ៍ី១៣ បនបង្ហ ញអំពីភពខុសគន ៃនកែន្លងទុក�កសពរ�ង 
្រគួ�រ�ជវង� និង្រគ�ួរ��ស្ត�មញញ។ �កសព ឬឆ្អឹងរបស់្រពះម�ក�្រត្រតូវបនបញចុ ះេនកនុង 
វមិន។ ចំែណកឯ �កសព ឬឆ្អងឹរបស់��ស្ត�មញញ វញិ្រតូវបនរុនំឹងកេនទល និង្រតូវបនកបេ់នតំបន ់
�ច្់រសយលឆង យពីទី្របជុំជន ឬទី្រកុង។ ជីវ �ក្វ ន ់ កប៏នេលើកេឡើងែដរថ េនេពលេនះគតក់ ៏
សេងកតេឃើញមនករេកើនេឡើងៃនករបូជសព។ េនសមយ័េ្រកយអងគរចបព់ីសតវត�រទ៍ី១៥ ដល់ 
សតវត�រទ៍ី១៩ េកដ្ឋតមកល់ធតុជង២០០្រតូវបនរកេឃើញេន�ម្រប�ទមយួចំនួន ែដលក�ង 
េ្រកយសមយ័អងគរ។ ភស្តុ�ង�ងំអស់េនះបនបង្ហ ញអំពកីរអនុវត្តនក៍របូជ�កសព និងករេ្របើ 
្របស់េកដ្ឋស្រមប�់កធ់តុ ែដលបនបន្តអនុវត្តរហូតដល់សមយ័េ្រកយអងគរ។ 
 េនសមយ័បចចុបបនន េន្របេទសកមពុជ ករេ្របើ្របស់េកដ្ឋមនទំនកទ់នំងយ៉ងជិតសនិទធេទនឹង 
ពិធីបុណយបូជ�កសពរបស់្រពះពុទធ�សន។ ប៉ុែន្តករអនុវត្តន�៍ចខុសគន ពីតំបនម់យួេទតំបនម់យួ 
ឬ�ម្របៃពណីេនកនុងតំបន។់ ្របជជនែដលរស់េនតំបនខ់ពង�់បៃនភូមភិគ��នេនបន្ត្របៃពណី 
កប�់កសពរហូតដល់សព្វៃថង េនេពលែដល្របជជនរស់េនតំបន�់លទំនបអនុវត្តករបូជសព។ 
ជងេនះេទេទៀត ពិធីបណុយសពេនតំបន�់លទនំបកម៏នលកខណៈខុសគន រ�ង្របជជនរស់េនតំបន់
ជនបទ និងទី្រកុង។ ជទូេទ ្របជជនរស់េនទី្រកុង្របរពធពិធីបូជ�កសព មយួ ឬបីៃថងបនទ បព់ី 
មនុស��្ល ប។់ ចំែណកឯ្របជជនរស់េនទីជនបទវញិចបេ់ផ្តើម្របរពធពិធីបុណយសពេ�យករបញចុ ះ 
�កសព និងបញចបេ់�យករបូជ�កសព។ ជទូេទ សមជិករបស់្រគួ�រសពជអនករក�េកដ្ឋ 



SLEUK RITH INSTITUTE
THE SLEUK RITH INSTITUTE IS A BOLD AND AMBITIOUS 

PROJECT TO RECONCILE THE DESTRUCTIVE LEGACY 
OF THE KHMER ROUGE WITH CAMBODIA’S ENDURING 

CULTURALHERITAGE THROUGH A FOCUS ON
THE TIMELESS VALUES OF

JUSTICE, MEMORY,
AND HEALING.

“Youk Chhang's vision is inspirational. We look forward to [realizing] his vision in a contemporary  
building that remembers that heritage, but also reflects the unwavering belief and optimism for the  
future using education, understanding and inspiration to positively engage visitors.” 
          —Zaha Hadid, Architect308 309
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Vihear – The Praying Hall, Wat Langka.



THE INSTITUTE: A PLACE FOR MEMORY, JUSTICE & HEALING

It is a worthy, noble cause–one that will educate, impact and 
influence generations to come. Through research and healing, 
Cambodians along with supporters the world over will be able 
to reconcile these atrocities with the rich culture, heritage, and 
spirit of Cambodia. 

The Institute Will:

•  Provide access to an archive of documents, photographs, and 
other evidence of the crimes against humanity perpetrated 
by the Khmer Rouge regime

•  Align the destructive legacy of the Khmer Rouge regime in 
the much broader and richer context of Cambodia’s enduring 
cultural heritage

•  Establish Asia’s pre-eminent center for comparative research, 
analysis and interpretation on genocide, conflict and human 
rights with working space and library services

•  Construct a prestigious post-graduate academy to prepare 
prospective government and civic leaders, building on  
international best practices and Cambodian history, politics 
and culture

•  Pursue a design and image for the complex that powerfully 
embrace remembrance, healing and restoration in the  
context of timeless Asian humanitarian values and design

•  Meaningfully transition away from traditional genocide and 
war crimes memorial architecture with a vision brought to life 
by renowned architect Zaha Hadid

SCHOOL OF GENOCIDE,
CONFLICT & HUMAN RIGHTS STUDIES 
Keeping the MEMORY Alive

Although archives and survivors pro-
vide the factual and emotional basis for 
memory, Cambodia’s future generations 
will carry on the processes of collective 
healing and ensuring justice. Although 
primarily focused on Cambodians, it will 
recruit outstanding candidates  
regionally and internationally to join 
their Cambodian colleagues to jointly 
craft strategies and policies oriented 
toward creation of a future of increased 
understanding, empathy and justice.

RESEARCH AND NATIONAL  
POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
Fostering a Nation of JUSTICE

The Research and National Policy  
Development Center will serve as a 
regional hub for research in the fields of 
crimes against humanity and sustainable 
development, building on the Documen-
tation Center of Cambodia’s tradition of 
hosting 100 research visitors annually. 
Drawing on the Documentation Center 
of Cambodia’s vast archives, scholars 
from a variety of pursuits will engage in 
diverse research projects designed to 
impact policy-making at the national, 
regional and international levels. 

MUSEUM OF MEMORY 
Creating Space for HEALING

The Museum will invoke the history of the 
Khmer Rouge in the lengthy context of 
Cambodia’s rich cultural, religious and  
architectural history, emphasizing  
integration and reconciliation. In  
collaboration with 24 museums dispersed 
throughout Cambodia, the Museum of 
Memory will curate local exhibitions to  
intensify the population’s exposure, 
awareness, and reconciliation on multiple 
levels of perception and understanding.

On behalf of Keo Kolthida Ekkasakh, her third elder sister, Keo Rong-Rotechan, donated USD 2,000 to Sleuk Rith 
Institute for the publication of this book.

A LEGACY RENEWED:
BRINGING THE DC-CAM MISSION INTO THE FUTURE

Since 1995, Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC-CAM) has been at the forefront of efforts to document 
the crimes against humanity and other abuses committed by the Khmer Rouge regime during its four-year 
reign of terror. The Sleuk Rith Institute will elevate and extend the work of DC-Cam, honoring and  
perpetuating the memory of the victims and survivors. It is only through an understanding of crimes against 
humanity and their consequences, alongside examples of resiliency of spirit, that will ensure such atrocities 
never happen again.  

Show your support by contributing to the Sleuk Rith Institute. Find out more by visiting 
www.cambodiasri.org.

855/12 33 39 68  |  dccam@online.com.kh   |  www.cambodiasri.org  |  Illustrations: MIR
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF LANGKA PREAH  
KOSSUMARAM MONASTERY
 
Langka Monastery is known as Wat Langka or 
Langka Pagoda and is located southwest of the
Independence Monument in Phnom Penh. 
It was founded by the Monareh Preah Barom 
Reachea Ponhea Yat in year 1981 of the 
Buddhist era (BE), 1431 AD, and was originally 
located to the northeast of the Phnom Daun 
Penh Monastery.  In 2442 BE (1892 AD), 
the Phnom Penh municipal authorities informed 
the Chau Adhicar (Head of the Monastic 
Community), the Venerable Preah Nhean Bavar 
Vichea Ok, that provisions contained in the plan 
for urban development would entail the 
removal of the sanctuary and monastic buildings 
to their present site. Shortly after the receipt of 
this information, the Venerable Chau Adhicar 
died with the result that the task of demolishing 
the monastic sanctuary devolved upon his 
successor, the Venerable Preah Nhean Bavar 
Vichea Khatt, who gave the necessary orders  
for the demolition of the building in 2453 
BE (1910 AD), and for a new sanctuary to be 
constructed in brick on the site allocated for 
this purpose. He was greatly assisted in 
this task by the then Minister of Justice, Okhna 
Yomareach Men; his wife, Chumteav Preap; and 
by another distinguished lay patroness, Chaukun 
Prayouvong Patt. Both the Venerable Chau 
Adhicar and the Minister of Justice passed 
away before the edifice had been completed. 
Following their deaths, the Royal Family assumed 
the task of providing the Langka Monastic  
Community with the required assistance—a task 
which they continue to this day.

Currently, Wat Langka is headed by Samdech 
Preahmoha Areyavong Sao Chanthol.
 
 
For more information about Wat Langka and  
The Urns, please contact:
Venerable Phan Chan Dara (kru sot sdam)
Wat Langka Preah Kossumaram
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
c: +855 12 949 852  | +855 16 949 852
e: chandaraphan@yahoo.com
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Ouch Makara
Photographer & Cinematographer

Sleuk Rith Institute, Cambodia

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
BY OUCH MAKARA

I wholeheartedly thank my director Chhang Youk, whom I call 
Uncle Youk, for the opportunity to photograph the cremation 
urns that he discovered while staying at Wat Langka Pagoda  
following the death of his deaf sister. I hope my photography will 
help to keep the memory of his beloved sister alive. I thank the 
monks at Wat Langka Pagoda, who have enlightened me about 
life and who provided the Documentation Center of Cambodia, 
including my colleagues and me, with full access to the pagoda 
to perform our work. I thank everyone who worked days and 
nights and weekends to ensure that this book would be  
published. I thank USAID for providing the financial support to 
publish our book, which I hope will promote healing among the 
surviving family members. I hope this book will be a lesson to 
Cambodians that we can heal together, starting from ashes.  
I thank U.S. Ambassador William E. Todd, who has been very 
supportive of this project and of my director. In addition, I was 
honored that the U.S. Navy Seabees assisted in this important 
work, demonstrating a cultural sensitivity and enhancing the  
relationship between the U.S. and Cambodia. As a survivor of 
the Khmer Rouge regime, Uncle Youk has worked toward  
realizing his dreams of fostering healing for the entire country 
and serving as a strong liaison between the U.S. and Cambodia.

Without Elaine McKinnon, this book would not have been able to 
convey the images that I photographed. Elaine edited this book 
from A to Z and I appreciate it since my English is very limited.  

On a personal note, I would like to thank my parents and  
dedicate this work to my brother. While photographing these 
urns, I thought about my own broken family and the loss of my 
beloved brother in 2006. At that time, I began my life journey 
alone, at the mercy of fate. My mother cannot read and my  
father has been an alcoholic ever since I was born. I sincerely 
wish that, one day in the future, they will become aware of my 
feelings and my work.




